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U.N. says: Gorazde at mercy of Serbs
c.

SAMIR KRIUC
aociatod Press Writer

SARAJEVO, Bosnia Herzegovina (AP) — Bosnian
Serb guns today rained artillery
shells on the anguished Muslim
:riclave of Gorazde, where thouAnds of panicky refugees cowered in the streets overnight for
lack of shelter.
The U.N. commander in Bosnia sad the eastern town was at the
Sert,s' mercy after a weekend of
broken promises to halt their
attacks.
The renewed bombardment and
depth of the Serb advance
marked the total failure of U.N.
policy to deter the bloodshed,
zither with limited air strikes or
diplon- atic negotiations. The
envoy from Russia, a long-time
ally of Serbs, expressed helplessness and strongly criticized Serb
leaders.
Shells exploded at a rate of one
every 20 seconds, "dropping at
random into the city center," said
Ron Redmond, spokesman for the
U.N. High Commissioner for

Clinton wants embargo lifted
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton today renewed his
call for lifting an international arms embargo so Bosnian Muslims
can better defend themselves. He called the situation in the
besieged town of Gorazde "grim and uncertain" and suggested
options for protecting it are few.
"We have a disappointing and difficult situation today," Clinton
told reporters at the White House.
The president said his national security advisers would meet to
consider the situation.
He accused Bosnian Serbs of breaking cease-fire agreements
• both with the Russians and with the United Nations in moving
against the Muslim enclave.
Clinton played down the likelihood of military intervention to
help the Gorazde, suggesting there appeattkl4o
that could
- be little
_
be done to relieve the siege with air power alone.
BILL CLINTON

• See Page 2
Refugees in Geneva.
''The hospital has taken a
direct hit on its roof," Redmond
said, citing reports from UNHCR
workers in Gorazde. The Red

Cross building also was reported
hit, and shells exploded near a
mosque 200 yards from the
UNHCR office.
Serb forces said they had over-

Financial strain
hits Sheriff's office

run most of the Gorazde enclave.
apart from the center of the town
itself and a 4- to 5-mile stretch
along the northern bank of the
Drina River. Before the Serb

offensive began three weeks ago,
troops of Bosnia's Muslim-led
government held about three
times more territory.
The zone was declared one of
six U.N.-protected "safe havens"
nearly a year ago, but the United
Nations has proved unable to
help the enclave's 65,(X)0 people,
many of whom arc refugees from
other Bosnian areas.
"In my view, there is very
little way to control the situation," Russian envoy Vitaly
Churkin told reporters in Zagreb,
Croatia. He spent the weekend
negotiating with Bosnian Serb
leaders and said he had never
heard so many broken promises.
"Things are bad," Churkin
said.
1.t. Gen. Sir Michael Rose,
commander of U.N. peacekeeping
forces in Bosnia, said Bosnian
Serbs could enter the town
whenever they wanted.
"The town is at their mercy
and we are on the edge of a
major humanitarian catastrophe,"
Rose told British Broadcasting

Justices may ban
guns near schools
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court today agreed to
consider reinstating a federal law
that outlaws possession of a gun
within LOCO feet of any school.
The court said it will hear the
Clinton administration's argument that a federal appeals court
erred when it essentially threw
out the 1990 Gun-Free School
Zones Act as unconstitutional.
Government lawyers want the
court to reinstate a former San
Antonio high school student's

conviction for taking a gun to
school. He said he intended to
give the gun to someone else for
use in a gang war.
Alfonso Lopez Jr., then a
senior at Edison High School,
was arrested on March 10, 1992,
after school authorities received
an anonymous tip.
Lopez admitted carrying a
.38-caliber handgun and five bullets. He said he had been paid
I See Page 2

MEETINGS
• North Elementary Site-Based
Council will meet Monday at 4 30 p m
at the school
•Murray Planning Commission wiil
meet Tuesday at 7 p.m in the council
chambers at city hall
• Calloway County High School
Site-Based Council will meet Wednesday at 4 p m at the school

STACEY CROOK,Ledger & T.mes not°

Ten-year-old Stephen Butterworth gets an autographed picture of Dallas Cowboys defensive back Kevin
Smith who was at the Currfs Center Saturday afternoon.

Carter will be Chamber speaker
John Mack Carter,editor-in-chief
of Good Housekeeping, will be the
guest speaker on June 2 at the 67th
Annual Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Banquet.

magazine publishing industry's
highest honor,and Caner is the 26th
recipient. He has also been the
editor-in-chief of McCall's. Ladies'
home Journal, and the associate
editor of Better Ilomes and Gardens. The National Woman's Political Caucus honored him as one of
the 10"Good Guys" in 1985,for his
commitment to the goals of full
equality for women.
This year's banquet is celebrating
Murray's 150th birthday with several events surrounding the sesquicentennial. The banquet will
honor businesses and individuals
throughout the community. The
Betty H. Lowry award will be
presented to a business for its
leadership and support of the arts in
the
community.
Ambassador
awards will be presented to volun-

Carter, a Murray native, has been
the editor-in-chief of Good housekeeping since 1975. Under his leadership, the magazine has won two
National Magazine Awards in the
Personal Service category, in 1989
and again in 1993. Under his aegis,
Country Living, Victoria and
magazines
were
SmartMoney
created. Country Living is recognized within the industry as the most
successful new magazine launched
in the 1980s.
Carter also received the 1989
Henry Johnson Fisher Award from
Magazine Publishers of America for
his lifetime of achievement. The
Henry Johnson Fisher Award is the • See Page 2
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JOHN MACK CARTER

MI Calloway Middle School SiteBased Council will meet Wednesday at
5.15 p m. at the school.
• Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments will meet Wednesday at 5.15 p m
in the council chambers at City hail
III Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board will meet Thursday at 5.30 p m in
the boardroom.
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WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
Federal Reserve moved today to
boost short-term interest rates for
the third time this year.
The move is certain to drive a
variety of business and consumer
rates higher.
The Fed's last two increases,
on Feb. 4 and March 22, sent
Wall Street into a tailspin is worried investors dumped stocks and
bonds out of fear that the Fed
would be forced to take even
stronger action in the future.
In today's brief announcement,
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan said the central bank
"will increase slightly the degree
of pressure on reserve positions.
This action is expected to be
associated with a small increase
in short-term money rates."
That wording matched the two
previous announcements of rate
increases and lead analysts to
believe that the Fed has moved to
increase its target for the federal
funds rate, the interest that banks
charge each other, by another
quarter point, putting it at 3.75
percent.
The previous two increases
boosted short-term rates from
percent to 3.5 percent, each time
sending them a quarter perceil
tage point higher.
Most analysts expected the Fed
to raise rates again, but not this
soon. Many economists predicted
the move would come May 17
when the policy-making Federal
Open Market Committee next
meets.
There was even a published
report, vigorously denied by the
Fed, that the open market committee had decided to take away
Greenspan's leeway to make
small adjustments in the funds
rate in between meetings.
Greenspan decided on his own
to raise rates after a conference
call with members of the Federal
Open Market Committee this
morning, said Fed spokesman
Joseph Coyne. Coyne said no
vote was taken by the committee.
The string of rate increases
reversed a five-year trend to lower rates to stimulate the economy.

BRIEFLY...

SPORTS
• Waynee McGowan rushed for 140
yards on 11 carries to lead the Blue
team to a 21-14 win over the Gold in
Saturday night's Murray State intrasquad
game at Roy Stewart Stadium

Seven British liaison officers
were evacuated from Gorazde at
dawn, together with the pilot of
the British warplane shot down
Saturday, U.N. officials said.
Five U.N. military obervers,
four UNIICR aid workers, is,so
Red Cross workers, and a team
from Doctors Without Borders
were the only foreigners left in

Reserve
moves to
boost rates

COWBOY FANS

By AMY WILSON
Stan Writer
At the request of Sheriff Stan
Scott, the Calloway County Fiscal Court gave S25,000 to draw
from in case the sheriffs office
needed additional funds.
"My, revenue is based on the
fees I collect and I hive done the
best ,I can in the past three
months to cut back on expenses,"
Scott told the court last week.
The sheriff's office collected
S19,400 in revenue in January,
February and March.
STAN SCOTT
"On average, it takes about
S17,000 a month to run the
Calloway County school board
office," he said. "At this point in
have been in a legal battle over
time, we have only $500 in fees
the amount the sheriff charges for
and we have to do the payroll
collection of fees.
Friday and I don't have it.
School officials have said as
"We have reached the point
long as the sheriff owes the diswhere we are in a pinch and what
I am requesting is that the court trict money, no commission paytry and give me a hand," he said. ments will be made.
In 1993, a special commission"The only option I will have is to
er
ruled that the sheriffs departlay off people."
County Judge/Executive J.D. ment owes the school district
Williams, who served as sheriff S77,824 for excessive tax collecbefore Scott, told the court that tion charges made by the sheriff
Scott is in the same position he from 1986 to 1992.
Williams is appealing that
was in last year.
"We still aren't getting a com- ruling.
According to the law, the shermission from the school district
and June, July and August are iff's office can keep 1.5 percent
our lean months," Scott said. to 4 percent of the collected tax.
Rita Burton, who is secretary
"My guess is that when the lawsuit is settled, the funds will go to Williams and also served as
back to the fiscal court."
Since 1990, Williams and the • See Page 2

Corp.
He said the Serbs had "consistently and totally ignored" U.N.
mediators and appeals to stop the
attack. But he ruled out more air
strikes on Serb troops like the
two NATO bombing raids on
armored vehicles a week ago and
an attempted strike Saturday that
resulted in the downing of a British jet.
"Clearly we are not about to
change the balance of forces
between the warring parties by
the use of strategic air (support).
We have neither the mandate nor
the support of NATO to do it."
Rose said.
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REPORTS

FROM PAGE 1
the town, about 35 miles southeast of Sarajevo.
Redmond said aid officials in
Gorazde reported 302 people had
been killed, including 37 Sunday.
and 1,075 wounded since the
offensive began.
According to reports Sunday,
Serb tanks had entered the town,
but U.N. officials later said they
withdrew from the city core.
Local authorities appealed to
citizens not to panic and for all
those capable of fighting to
report for military duty, Bosnia's
state radio said.
Gorazde is the latest and most
telling example of the limitations
U.N. forces in Bosnia face, with
troops stretched thin on the
ground and a mandate to fire only
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Gorazde has been under siege
for most of the two-year Bosnian

in self-defense.
"This is a very sad week for
the world when United Nations
peacekeeping operations have
been so blatantly used to cover
the institution of war by the Bosnian Serb authorities," Rose said.
Late Sunday, the 15-nation
U.N. Security Council condemned "the escalating military
activities by the Serb forces
around Gorazde." But it made no
threat of force.

war.

Taking control of Gorazde
would improve road links
between lands controlled by
Serbs to the east and south.
Elsewhere, Bosnian government radio reported heavy shelling of the Bihac pocket —
another U.N. "safe area" — in
northestem Bosnia.
U.N. spokesman Maj. Rob

FROM PAGE 1
"This has not been a great weekend for the peace process."
Clinton said.
Among the options to be considered is a new case for lifting the
arms embargo on the former Yugoslavia.
Clinton said that the French and English, who had opposed such
a move before, might be more supportive this time — since their
ground forces are at risk.
He suggested it was unlikely the United States would move on
the Mu
sersbIsim_s.
help
sceto
kinh
g to arm Bosnian
rnd
thetoislift
its Hown to
praised
Russians for
traditional allies — to halt their attack.
As to lifting the arms embargo, the president said he had
"always favored" doing so.
Despite Clinton's pessimism on military options, two leading
members of Congress called today for the West to act quickly
before other "safe havens" in Bosnia are overrun as well.

It was inaccurately reported
that the last day of school for
Calloway County students would
be May 22. The correct date is
May 20. Also, Calloway County
seniors will graduate May 20.

A/C
SPECIAL
Freon prices are rising rapidly. Let us
service your air conditioning system before
the price increases even more.
Air Conditioning Special
Offer Good Thru May 15
Entire system machine checked for performance.
Entire system checked for leaks.

Total Price

$29"

Includjei
lib.
Freon If
needed.

West Main Citgo
1417 West Main

Bosnia's minority Serbs, armed
by the Yugoslav army, began
fighting after Muslims and Croats
voted to secede from Serbdominated Yugoslavia. At least
200,000 people are dead or
missing.

•Sheriff's ...

•Embargo...

CLARIFICATION

Annink reported that a British
patrol came under mortar and
machine gun fire in northern
Maglaj.

FROM PAGE 1
his secretary while he was sheriff, said that based on 3.38 percent, the school system owes the
sheriff's department S116,255.23
for collection fees.
Magistrate Dan Miller said the
court doesn't have any choice but
to support the law enforcement
office.
In other business, the court:
*Corrected the minutes from
the March meeting to include
approval for both blue lights and
sirens for the constables.
*Appointed Mildred Brandon
to the Almo-Dexter Water District and rappointed Carmen
Parks to the 641 South Water
District.
.Approved S158,560.33 in
excess fees from the County
Clerk's Office.
•Heard an update regarding
911 from Ed Pavlick.
"We are 70 to 75 percent measured in the county and 20 percent addressed," he said. "We arc
continuing the anti-vandalism
campaign regarding the street
signs and are going ahead as fast
as we can."
Pavlick said he is having some
difficulty with residents who
have purchased expensive mailboxes that have the wrong street
names and house numbers on
them.
"This primarily applies to
houses on corners, but I would
urge people not to put up those
expensive mailboxes until we
complete measuring and addressing," he said. "My main concern
is that people need to realize that
they will use their old addresses
until at least the end of the year."

MURRAY POUCE
April 9
•A 16-year-old female juvenile was taken into custody and
charged with fourth-degree assault and resisting arrest.
April 10
.misty Duncan, 19, Rt. 3 Murray, was charged with shoplifting at Owen's Food Market.
April 14
*Michael E. Kirk, Almo, reported the theft of a 1979 GMC
three-quarter ton pickup.
April 15
•A bicycle belonging to a 12-year-old girl was reported stolen from North Fourth Street. It is valued at $150.
April 16
*East Side B.P. Station reported $300 stolen during business hours.
*Victoria S. Moore, 18, Broad Street, was arrested and
charged with shoplifting $16.77 worth of merchandise from
Wal-Mart.
•michael D. Braden, 21, no address given, was charged
with shoplifting $48.18 worth of merchandise from Wal-Mart.
•Richard L. Edmonds, Rt. 2 Murray, reported the theft of
$664.82 worth of tools from his vehicle which was parked at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT.
April 7
'Jeff Harvey, Rt. 4 Murray, reported that someone stole
diving equipment valued at $375 from his boat parked at a
residence off Ky. 121 S.
April 8
*Katherine Azent, alias Anna Drake, no age or address
available, was arrested on a Jefferson County bench warrant
and charged with contempt of court for failure to appear.
*Three individuals were arrested on alcohol-related charges
following a complaint of a drunk driver traveling east on Ky. 94
W. Those charged were: Julie L. Morrison, 26, Nash Drive,
Murray, driving on a suspended license and having no insurance; Dewayne A. Childress, 27, of Almo, disorderly conduct,
resisting arrest and alcohol intoxication; Joe R. Lassiter, 45,
Seventh Street, Murray, alcohol Ooxication and disorderly
conduct.
April 9
•Kim Kendall, 31•, Cherry Street, Murray, was -charged on a
warrant with criminal possession of a forged instrument.
April 10
'James N. Pearson, 31, Rt. 3 Murray, was arrested on a
warrant charging him with contempt of court for failure to cornlete treatment as ordered. He was lodged in the Calloway
County Jail without bond. He was also charged on a warrant
with failure to appear in District Court on charges of illegal
taking of mussels and musseling without a license.
*Phillip D. Bogard, 46, At. 3 Murray, was arrested on a warrant charging him with being a fugitive from justice from
Tennessee.
'Annie Duckett, 63, At. 5 Murray, was arrested .after a
deputy saw her throw a can from her car window. She was
charged with criminal littering, driving under the influence and
being a Kentucky resident using an out-of-state driver's
license.
*Jerald Michael Jenkins, 28, Fredericksburg, Va., was
arrested and charged with driving on a suspended license and
displaying or possessing a cancelled or fictitious operator's
license.

CITGO

753-2593

•Justices...
FROM PAGE 1
$40 to deliver the gun to another
person after school.
Lopez was convicted in federal
court under the 1990 law and
sentenced to six months in
prison.
The 5th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals overturned his conviction. It ruled that in most cases

GRILL

the law was invalid under the
Constitution's Commerce Clause,
which allows Congress to regulate interstate commerce.
Other federal gun control laws
outline a connection between the
banned activity and interstate
commerce, but the Gun-Free
School Zones Act failed to do so,
the appeals court said.
Because Lopez's indictment
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also did not describe such a connection, his conviction must be
thrown out, the court said.
The 5th Circuit court left open
the question of whether Congress
could enact a new version of the
law that would meet its constitutional test.

•Carter...
FROM PAGE 1
teers who have assisted the Chamber of Commerce to further its goals
during the past year. The retiring
officers and directors of the Chamber will be honored,and the evening
will end with the "Citizen of the
Year" award being presented to an
outstanding citizen who has made
contributions for the betterment of
the community during the past year.
A silent auction, featuring donated items from Murray businesses, will begin at5 p.m.The banquet
begins at 7 p.m. at the Murray State
University Curris Center Ballroom.
Tickets are $20 per person and
reservations may be made by calling
Murray-Calloway County
the
Chamber of Centre at 753-5171.

FREE PROSTATE CANCER SCREENING

A Special Health Service For Men
Prostate Cancer
A most common cancer in men
A second leading cause of cancer death in men.
A symptoms are usually present in early stages.
A can be treated successfully
-- especially if detected early
This Is a quick, painless and free blood test.
No insurance will be filed.
CALL NOW TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT FOR
APRIL 27 OR MAY 4.

‘‘,‘
CALL Tou.. FREE FOR
APPOINTMENT
Local:
753-0604
In Kentucky
1-800-599-9240
Out of State:
1-800-755-1248
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Tangled web of conspiracy plots spreads
TUUANA, Mexico (AP) —
From the police chief to the illegal inunigrant to the waiter, all
Mexico is asking: Why were hasbeen police agents with shady
pests guarding the man widely
expected to become Mexico's
next president?
Some of the guards hired for
Luis Donaldo Colosio's secunty
detail at his last campaign stop
had been fired from Tijuana's
police force for misconduct. The
local police chief said ruling.
party officials requested only two
officers at the airport and four
motorcycle cops at the scene of
the candidate's speech.
The guards' questionable backgrounds have helped nourish a
tangled web of conspiracy plots
spreading outward from Tijuana,
the border city where Colosio
was killed by a gunman during a
March 23 rally.
GovernmentAfficials have
largely been silent, often evasive
and sometimes misleading. Some
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HONOLULU (AP) — More
than 13,000 state and county
workers went on strike today
after rejecting a contract offer
that would have given them a 4
percent pay raise over two years.
The strike, which began at
12:01 a.m., was to close all public libraries and curtail service at
most state and county offices and
health and dental clinics. Police
and fire service and most public
schooling will not be affected.
Units 3 and 4 of the Hawaii
Government Employees Association, which represent 13,145
white-collar worker and their
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supervisors, want a minimum 8
percent pay raise over two years.
The union said the strike officially would begin at 12:01 a.m.
today and picket lines would go
up at 6 a.m.
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d. "Everyone is fed up with
police, the government, with corruption, with drug traffickers. No
one believes anything anymore."
Theories on who is responsible
abound. They range from a lone
gunman to many co-conspirators,
from high echelons of the government to warring drug cartels
and feuding elements within Colosio's governing Institutional
Revolutionary Party, or PRI.
"It would take a sum of all
interests and groups to plan
something like this," said Jose
Perez Canchola, the attorney general for human rights.

He was present when the sus-

pected gunman, Mario Abort°, a
23-year-old factory worker, was
first questioned by authorities
two hours after the assassination.
When a videotape of the shooting turned up days later, authorities brought in lip readers to examine it.
The footage appeared to show
several guards talking to each
other just before and dunng the
killing, said a high-ranking government official in Mexico City,
who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
Several guards were then
arrested.
Among those detained was
Rodolfo Rivapalacio, a former
Tijuana police detective who
headed Colosio's security detail
for the campaign stop. Originally
charged with conspiracy in the
killing, he was freed Sunday for
lack of evidence.
In 1987, his former wife was
subbed with an ice pick 17 times
and her boyfriend was shot by an

13,000 Hawaii employees reject contract
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Mexicans believe the truth may
remain hidden forever.
"Why should we believe the
government?" said Andres Garcia, sitting atop a sand dune while
waiting for nightfall to cross
illegally into California.
"They've lied to us all our
lives."
Waiter Jesus Velazquez agree-

Workers head to picket lines:
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HGEA execuuve director Russell Okata called the decision to
strike "historic, because never in
its 60-year history has this union
ever struck the employers."
State negotiator James Yasuda
said he was disappointed. "but
they have the right by law to go
on strike, and so I respect that
right."
Gov. John Waihee said he
regretted a strike had been called.
"There are rarely winners in any
strike," he said.
Other bargaining units, including those for nurses, public
school teachers and firefighters,
accepted the offer of 4 percent
over two years and will not
strike.
The Hawaii Employment Relations Board issued an order
Saturday night allowing the state

U.N. soldier injured in Kigali;
U.N. presses cease-fire plan
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) —
U.N. officials warned the warring
factions in Rwanda today to

cease fire or face the possible
withdrawal of a 2,100-man U.N.
peacekeeping force.
A Ghanaian peacekeeper was
shot in cross-fire near Kigali airport Sunday and had to be evacuated from the city with serious
leg wounds, said Abdul Kabia,
executive director of the U.N.
force in Rwanda.
Rebel fighters of the minority
Tutsi tribe blew up a government
radio station in Kigali that had
incited Hutus to slaughter Tutsis,
Kabia said.
Kigali quieted overnight but
intense gunbattles broke out in
the morning, he said.
Tens of thousands of people
have been killed in 11 days of
fighting between the rebels and
the Hutu-dominated government
and in massacres by Hutu militiamen and gangs.
U.N. officials were trying to
convince the warring sides to
cease their fire, at least temporarily, so joint U.N., rebel and army
patrols can stop the looting and
killing by marauding gangs.
A senior official of the rebel
Rwandan Patriotic Front met with
the Rwandan ambassador in
Kampala, capital of neighboring
Uganda, on Sunday, but no
results of the talks were released,
Kabia said.
Kabia said militia roadblocks
made it impossible to enter the
most violent areas to determine
how many had been killed.
"Not even the government can
enter there," he said.
Both sides have been warned
the United Nations will pull its
2,100 Ghanaian, Bangladeshi,
Senegalese and Polish peacekeepers from Rwanda "if the two

sides continue to follow the logic
of war," Kabia said.
"We will emphasize today that
if they don't enter a cease-fire
immediately, they may be left
alone" by the United Nations, he
said.
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and counties to declare some
employees essential to public
health and safety and thus prohibited from striking.
The state had petitioned to
have 3,300 employees declared
essential. The number of workers
declared essential was not immediately known.
Okata said the state can't legally require workers to report for
work Monday since they didn't
receive written notification of
their "essential" status. He said
the union would seek a temporary
restraining order today to prevent
strikers from being forced to
work.
State officials said tourist traffic would not be affected by a
strike because all employees vital
to operating airports had been
declared essential.

Lomas Taurinas, Rivapalacio and
two other local pany functionsnes met with municipal police
director Fedenco Benitez

apparent hit-man in nearby San

Diego, Calif. According to detective Joe Navarro of the San
Diego police department, Rivapalacio was a suspect in that case,
which remains open.
"At this point all we have is
that he made threats against his
wife," Navarro said in a telephone interview, noting no
charges were CSC!' filed.

The detective said he asked
Tijuana's judicial police force to

help but they stonewalled his
investigation. He also asked
Rivapalacio to come in for questioning but to no avail.
And when an Associated Press
reporter and other Journalists
went to Rivapalacio's home on
Wednesday, a woman came out,
yelled at the group and said he
would have no comment.
Hours before Colosio arrived
in the Tijuana shantytown of

"They asked that there be no
police presence anywhere near or
around the candidate," said
Benitez in an interview. "They
said they would be in charge, the
PRI, of Colosio's security."
Tijuana has 1,720 officers, but
the PRI requested only two officers at the airport and four motorcycle officers at the scene, said
Benitez. "They said Colosio
didn't want a lot of visible police
presence," he added.
COIOSIO was killed while conducting a populist campaign
marked by attempts to rqingle
with the people and avoid appearances of heavy security.
Still, many police officials,
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speaking off the record for tear
of dismissal, thought the PRI
request unusual
"We can't do anything different than what the party wants,"
said Benitez, adding that he had
considered Lomas Taurinas
unsafe for such a rally.
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NEW CERTIFIED
NURSE-MIDWIFE
ADDED TO STAFF
PINELAKE WOMEN'S HEALTHCARE P.S.C., MAVFIELD, KY. is happy to announce the addition of Susan
Parker. a Certified Nurse-Midwife to its staff. Susan received
her training from the Parkland School of Nurse-Midwifery at
Parkland Memorial Hospital. Dallas. TX Parkland Memorial
Hospital is one of the premier OH Medical Centers in the
United States Since completing training, she has delivered up
to 500 babies year.
According to Dr. George Jirak, president of Pinelake Women's
Healthcare P.S.C.. Western Kentucky is very fortunate to have
such an experienced and caring Nurse-Midwife lie also noted
that the recent introduction of Nurse-Midwives into Western
Kentucky has been extremely successful. "Patient's are finding
that Nurse-Midwives provide that "something extra" not found
in physician only practices." The team approach of physicians
working closely with Nurse-Midwives has markedly improved
the quality of care.
Pinelake Women's Healthcare P.S.C. provides complete
Obstetrical and Gynecologic care including Gynecologic surgery
and Infertility. It is staffed by a Board Certified Obstetrician.
Gynecologist and Certified Nurse-Midwives.
Pinelake Women's Healthcare P.S.C. is located in Mayfield.
KY, with offices in the Pinelake Medical Offices on the
beautiful Pinelake Medical Center Campus. Just take Exit
Flyway 121 *off the Purchase Parkway in Mayfield. Call

Susan Parker, Certified Nurse-Midwife

251-4561 or 800-872-9295 for an appointment.
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'Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
PUBUSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, DVC.

WASHINGTON TODAY

GOP using delays,
threats of filibuster
to win compromise
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — To parody a popular rental car commercial, there's a real Senate filibuster and there's "not exactly."
So far this year, minority Republicans have tried the "not exactly" approach — temporary delays that jangle the Senate's nerves
but eventually lead to legislative compromise.
The real filibuster has been threatened by Republican leader Bob
Dole of Kansas, if he doesn't get the Whitewater hearings he
wants.
Simply stated, it translates to this: Forget the issue; block
everything.
That tactic, some experts say, could backfire on Republicans.
"I think it's preuy risky because so much is on the agenda right
now," said Chuck Jones, a University of Wisconsin political science professor and visiting fellow at the Brookings Institution in
Washington.
"If there's one thing Bill Clinton is good at doing it's identifying ... the agenda," he said.

Child abuse should be enemy of all
Crayon drawings of houses
with picket fences, big green
trees in the front yard and a huge
yellow sun smiling down are not
exactly what abused children
sketch.
It is more like homes broken in
two with a small yellow-haired
child sporting a frowny face
rather than a smiley one.
April is national child abuse
awareness month, and local agencies have been working to educate the public about child abuse.
More than 200 cases of child
abuse were substantiated in Calloway County in 1993. In Kentucky, 36,901 cases of abuse and
neglect were reported.
While some physical signs of
abuse can be seen easily, there
are also behavioral indicators.
Children who hove been physically abused may be wary of
adult contacts, frightened of their
parents or afraid to go home.
They may also be apprehensive
when other children cry.
Abused children sometimes
report they were injured by their
parents. They might demonstrate
behavioral extremes from aggressiveness to withdrawal.
Physically neglected children
are those who are not provided
proper care.
Behavioral indit ators include
begging or stealing food, constant
fatigue, listlessness, falling asleep
in class or extended stays at
school. Other signs are alcohol or
drug abuse, delinquency (theft) or

C HOOKED I I\ES

Stacey Crook
Ledger & Tbres Stqff Writer
an admission there is no caretaker
in the home.
Emotional maltreatment is
tougher to detect. However,
we've probably all heard or seen
some type of maltreatment.
For instance, on any given day
I can go to Wal-Mart or the grocery store and hear some parent
yelling at a kid and telling him
what a brat he is.
Phrases like "I hate you," "I
wish you were never born," and
"You were an accident" are
forms of emotional abuse.
District Judge Leslie Furches
once told me that children are not
born bad, they are made bad.
When a parent, caretaker or
need provider tells a child he is
not wanted, it is no wonder that
child may become delinquent_
I'm sure children also begin to
believe that they are no good
when their parents say things to
that effect.
Indicators of emotional abuse
include habit disorders such as
sucking, biting or rocking, conduct disorders such as antisocial
or destructive behavior, neurotic
traits such as sleep disorders or
inhibition of play.

Psychoneurotic reactions such
as hysteria, obsession, compulsion, phobias and hypochondria
are signs of a problem. Emotionally abused children may experience behavior extremes or an
overly adaptive behavior such as
being inappropriately adult or
inappropriately infantile.
In addition, a child may lag in
his or her mental and emotional
development or attempt suicide.
Imagine, a child would actually
attempt suicide before his or her
life has even begun because of
the actions of the person or persons who are rs.&ponsible for that
life.
While many people do not
want to think a child could be
sexually abused, it happens. It
happens in Murray just like it
does anywhere else.
I think it is crucial that relatives, teachers and others in contact with children be aware of the
indicators and report suspected
cases rather than denying them.
Behavioral indicators include a
child being unwilling to change
for gym or participate in physical
education class or withdrawal,
fantasy or infantile behavior. A

Controlling neither the White House nor either chamber of Congress, the filibuster is the prime weapon for Republicans.
This blocking tactic, accomplished by a real or threatened talkathon, can be stopped only by a vote of 60 senators. The Democrats
have 56.
The four-vote shortage breeds ideal conditions for the "not
exactly" filibuster. Republicans delay action. Democrats condemn
the stall. And eventually, the two sides reach an agreement.
A "not exactly" scenario unfolded last week, with the confirmation of Florida jurist Rosemary Barkeu for a federal appellate
judgeship. Her nomination had been pending since September
because Republicans considered her soft on crime.
But a deal was finally struck. A six-hour debate was held, to let
Republicans attack her views on crime and the death penalty. But
" when the talking stopped, she was confirmed.
Legislation to set national education goals was another "not
exactly." Democrats blamed Republican Jesse Helms for delaying
the measure, so he could get school prayer language in the bill, and
for a post-midnight session, held when senators wanted to get airborne for their scheduled Easter-Passover recess.
Helms, in turn, blamed Democrats for not accepting his proposed
compromise.
But when the shouting ended, the bill passed.
Other "not exactly" measures delayed but passed this year
include bills to spur competitiveness, reduce the federal work force
and protect the California desert.
In each case, the Republican filibuster was focused on a legitimate issue and compromises allowed the measures to move ahead.
That's different from Dole's Whitewater threat. Using the filibuster to stymie all action could produce the same congressional
gridlock that angered the public in recent years.
How would the country react?
Kim Wells, Republican chairman in Dole's home state of Kansas, predicted "there would not be any backlash at all" because
"there's been a perception the (Whitewater) evidence and materials
were slow in coming.
"When there has been pressure applied, there has been some
movement," Wells said.
Thomas Mann, of the Brookings Institution, disagreed, commenting that a "systematic effort to slow things down because of
Whitewater" would bring Republicans a negative reaction.
"What Republicans can do is try to use the threat of a filibuster
to get Democrats to do business with them," Mann said. "It's a
question of whether the bargaining is acceptable to Democrats,
especially if it's temporary and tactical."
Majority Leader George Mitchell, D-Maine, addressed the issue
on the Senate floor last week.
Responding to a political attack on Clinton by Whitewater critic
Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y., Mitchell said he wouldn't allow
"the Republican obsession with Whitewater" to derail health care,
crime, welfare reform and other issues.
"We are not going to be sidetracked," he said.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Larry Margasak has covered Congress
for The Associated Press since 1983.

FROM OUR READERS
How long will people `play ostrich'?
Dear Editor:
Three cheers for Mike Royko! It was exciting to see a syndicated
columnist other than Cal Thomas come out of the liberal closet to
speak out against abortion (April 14, "Pleading the prudent
approach").
A Florida judge recently ruled that turtle eggs were turtles from
the time of conception in a case where a man had stolen eggs. The
man was found guilty of stealing turtles.
Isn't it interesting that turtles are considered turtles at conception
but babies are not babies before birth?
I'm wondering just how long people in America are going to be
able to "play ostrich," hiding their heads in the sand regarding the
mass killing of babies. By the way, do you suppose an ostrich egg
is considered to be an ostrich?
Melva Cooper
Route 4, Box 162, Murray

child with bizarre, sophisticated
or unusual sexual behavior or
knowledge may be a victim of
sexual abuse.
In addition, poor peer relationships and auempts to run away
are also signs of abuse.
If you suspect child abuse,
report it to a law enforcement
agency or social services. Aside
from its being the morally right
thing to do, reporting suspected
abuse is the law.
Both criminal and civil immunity from prosecution are given to
any person making a report or
assisting legal authorities or
social services in making an
assessment, as long as the person
acts in good faith.
On the other hand, failure to
report can result in criminal and
possible civil liability.
It is important that everyone
get involved if abuse is suspected. You don't have to have
proof to report it.
Children do not ask to be born.
Adults bring them into the world.
It is the parent's or guardian's
responsibility to rear an innocent
child properly.
Judge Furches was right when
she said children aren't born bad.
Adults and an unhealthy environment make children bad.
In a civilized society, we cannot continue to allow improper
parenting to continue. What if
you were the defenseless fiveyear-old? Wouldn't you want
someone, anyone to help you?
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Stage now set for budget hilinks
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brcreton Jones wants to add
more than $300 million worth of
construction to a barely balanced
state budget without raising taxes
and without any change in the
official revenue forecast.
It's even more complicated
than it sounds.
Jones promised when he was
running for governor he would
not propose a tax increase and
had a difficult time explaining it
away when he did. He has also
now promised he would not
increase the official revenue forecast, which would also be difficult to explain away.
The solution grasped by an
administration desperate to
sprinkle the state with remodeled
state parks, convention centers,
community college buildings, a
football stadium and a couple of
university buildings is unusual,
even in a state where budgetary
sleight of hand is an established
art form.
At the bottom of the calculation is some unexpected growth
in state revenue receipts during
the first nine months of this fiscal
year. Receipts are running 5.8
percent ahead of last year, when
growth of 2.3 percent is needed
to balance this year's budget.
Even the hope of new money
was enough for Jones.
The emerging plan is to stick
into the budget a series of promises to build. Thus, if an extra
$4.6 million is tossed in over the

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysts
transom, for example, maybe the
University of Kentucky can build
its new library. Finding $2.5 million under a rock might get
Louisville its expanded convention center. Discovering another
S2.5 million in an old trunk could
get northern Kentucky its convention center.
Or at least the first year's debt
service. And that is the tricky
pact. Virtually all of the projects
Jones and his House allies want
are to be paid for by selling
bonds, the government equivalent
of taking out a 20-year mortgage.
The rule of thumb is that after
bonds are sold, each year for 20
years the state has to repay the
bond holders about 10 percent of
the total principal.
The key word is recurring.
"What I'm saying is that if we
have $30 million or $40 million
of whatever it, may be of recurring money because of growth in
the economy, that we reach a
consensus as to how that money
will be spent so that we do not
spend money that we don't
have," Jones said.

Many members of the House,
eager for their own projects from
museums for railroads and bluegrass music to new state parks
and vocational schools, are only
too willing to play this fiscal
shell game.
As has been demonstrated time
and again — in fact in 12 of the
last 13 budgets — Kentucky's
economy seldom does what is
expected. Revenue shortfalls
come and spending has to be cut.
This is the reverse of that idea.
If revenue increases, spending
will rise.
The administration will argue
that any extra money taken in this
year should be assumed to come
in again next year and the year
after and the year after. Only in
that way can the administration
get around the hard fact that debt
service continues for a generation
while tax forecasts are as accurate as the weather.
As it is, the revenue estimates
for this fiscal year, the one that
ends June 30, have already been
"officially" revised three times
from the original on May 4, 1992
of $4,872,626,710. The first revi-

sion was to add $51 million in
March 1993. Four months later,
the first cut came — $315 million
off the latest revision and $264
million off the original. Another
$32 million disappeared when the
latest official forecast was made
in January of this year.
The official revenue estimate
of $4,953,967,000 for the 1995
fiscal year that begins July 1,
1994, have been changed five
times since first offered on Oct.
15, 1993 — down $75 million;
up $128 million; down $32 million and up $1 million.
Sen. Mike Moloney, DLexington, the veteran chairman
of the Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee who has
seen his share of revenue shenanigans and even participated in a
few, is not sore he's buying this
one.
"There are too many ifs,"
Moloney said.
Of more concern to Moloney is
the political pressure that is going
to build as the legislature tries to
put together a budget in a special
session for the first time since
1956.
"Every interest group in the
state is going to be exercising all
of the influence they have to take
care of themselves at the expense
of everybody else," Moloney
warned.
Mark R. Chellgrem is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.
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Gill uses love for horses
to produce art portfolio
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Ronna Gill, a senior advertising
major at Murray State University
from Louisville has combined her
love for horses with her photography skills to produce an unusual
portfolio.
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A member of the Murray State
equestrian team.Gill learned to ride
at MSU under the instruction of
head coach Brien Terry. During her
four-year involvement in the program she has participated in both
stock seat and hunt scat events and
has progressed to the highest division in the open category of competition. This year, the MSU
equestrian team is leading the region in both hunt and stock scat
competition.
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signs the curriculum to enable each
student's unique personality traits
and individual thoughts to be expressed in the work that is produced
during the 15-week semester.
One polite challenge students
often hear from Johnson is that he
has seen enough barns and cat prints
and that the last original cat photograph was made in 1937. Johnson
makes the statement at the beginning of the semester to caution
students against using cliche and
stock images that do not require
creative thinking. At the beginning
of the semester Gill presented some
of her snapshots of horses that were
typical and visually boring in regard
to form, content and composition.
After being challenged by Johnson
and other photography students to
produce horse images that were
original, interesting and reflected
her deep understanding of horses,
she went on to produce an oustanding portfolio that earned an overall
"A."

She recently took Art 282,fine an
photography, at MSU hoping to
use horses as a point ofdeparture for
her photography portfolio. Michael
Johnson, associate professor of
art
at Murray State, teaches the course
which is usually made up of
art
majors, art minors, non-majors,and
non-traditional students. The clas
The MSU equestrian team was
s
involves presentation of basic tech- founded
in 1977 and has won
nical information regarding camera 'regi
onal championships in 1981,
operation, film development and
1983, 1984, 1985 and 1988. The
black and white darkroom processs
Murray State riders have won naing, plus the production of a portf
tional championships in 1980,
olio of prints.
1982, 1983, 1985 and 1992 in both
Since it is designated as a fine an
western and hunter classes. Gill and
photography course. Johnson deher teammates compete in 10shows
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In recognition of Earth Day activities and Soil & Water Stewardship Week, as well as our poster
contest winners, the Calloway
County Conservation District will
have the top 17 posters titled,
"Water Clear Across Kentucky" on

Spring marks the beginning of
termite swarm season in Kentucky.
"The next few months will generate more questions about termites
than any other household pest," said
Mike Potter, Extension entomologist with the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
Recent studies indicate that termite colonies may contain a million
or more individuals, he added. The
location of the colony may actually
be in a neighbor's yard rather than
beneath the infested house. Termite
workers can forage the length of a
football field.
Favorable temperature and moisture conditions trigger termite swarmers to emerge from a colony,
espec
ially on warm days following
RONNA GILL,Specx to the le
This photo Is part of Ronna Gill'
r & Tmes
a
rain,
he explained.
s portf0110 that provides a
different way
of looking at horseS.
Only a very small percentagt:
swarming termites survive to start
annually, usally over five weekend
Jumping and cross country
dates.
jumping new colonies siilee mos: air eaten
and to demonstrate westem
The team participates in a semiriding. by birds and other insects, he added.
Termite %warmers emerging inside
Gill is the daughter of
annual trip to Calliaghstown Riding
Irma
a
structure almost never survive, but
McNe
il
and
Ronald Gill and live.
School in Calliaghstown, County
with her grandmother Eliza
Dublin, Ireland to train in stadium
beth
Pero of Louis. Ole
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intestine or the stomach,or external
injuries, especially to the head
.
If you discover your horse down
from colic in the stall, never walk in
alongside it because the horse, in
pain, may pin you against the wall.
Instead, reach through from another
stall and snap a long lead shank to its
halter, and from the outside encourage the horse to get up and back out
of the stall.
Persons who have horses should
have an oral first aid remedy available at all times, but should also call
their veterinarian.
While most cases of colic arc
simple and easily treated, sometimes the cause is a twisted or
ruptured intestine or other internal
conditions. The • horse may die if
these arc not treated promptly and
correctly.
Common sense and careful handling will prevent most cases of colic
.
if not all of them.
If you are a new horse owner,
don't be embarrassed to ask your
veterinarian for some common
sense tips on how to prevent colic

Spring yields bounty of gard
ening task

The truly perfect days of
spring have arrived, and it is difficult for me to think of anything
except being out in the garden.
All of a sudden, everything
seems to need to be done at once.
I have a hard time settling into
and finishing one task before I
am distracted into starting
another. Or better yet, distracted
from digging or planting by the
flights of the first butterflies or
the sweet scent of wild blue
phlox.
It is amazing that I get anything done outside at all, as there
are so many fascinating things to
experience in the garden.
Each hour the garden changes,
and I don't want to miss anything
from dawn to dusk.
In the morning, Japanese blood
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Growing In
The Garden
By Cathleen Lalicker
grass is a bright red, illumina
ted
by the first light. Lady's mant
le
and wooly thyme are cove
red
with dew and sparkle in
the
sunlight.
By evening, the wild blue
phlox and the red salvia seem
to
glow in the twilight.
For a brief couple of weeks,
the garden is as close to perf
ection as it will ever be. The weed
s
and the insects are still *small
and
don't threaten anything.

No plant or gardener has that
tired and worn out look yet. Even
the foliage of spent daffodils or
tulips hasn't begun to deteriorat
e
yet. The iris have started bloo
ming. Peonies won't be too
far
behind.
Each plant has the potential of
being a star in the garden,
and
every gardener believes that
this
year will be the year that...
And that's only the beginning
of the list, and this year I really
am going to do things differentl
y.
At least until I am enticed away
from my resolutions by temperat
e
sunny days.
They arc gifts i and I would
appreciate them. It's not inappropriate that they come during the
week we celebrate Earth Day.
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public display at the Calloway
County Library April 21-28.
While available, free bookmarks
will be handed out to visitors. The
Calloway County Library will be
open at its regular hours.

Termite swarms head to st
ructures
because of temperature, mois
ture

Prospective horse owners need specia

Kentucky being the state it is,
horses are to greater or lesser degreesa fact of life. You may notown
one but you know someone who
does, you may not ride one but you
know someone who does.
In fact, one of these days you
might buy one for yourself or your
child, and if you do that, you're
going to need basic training in
caring for the animal and in recognition of dise;ises and injuries.
Course 101 should be colic.
Quite possibly the most common
abnormal condition seen in horses,
or drinking water while gverheated
is defined medically as "a syn-- all of which are easily managed
drom caused by digestive tract disby the owner or trainar.
orders and manifest by clinical signs
Constipation or impaction
of acute and subacute abdominal
also cause colic.
pain and depression."
The affected horse will usually
In short, a bellyache.
pace about, sweat and occasionally
While it is quite common, it is
squat as if it is undecided whether to
also quite painful.
lie down or not.
And, usually, easily treated and/
It may kick or look at its belly.
or avoided. And seldom fatal
breathe hard and then roll. The
though it can be fatal.
horse should be prevented from
The most common causes arc rolli
ng
overeating, or eating grain and then caus or thrashing, as this often
es twisting of an intestine
drinking large quantities of water, (whi
ch can be fatal), rupture of an

Ma.

Posters to be on display at library

and other maladies common
to
horses.
Ile or she would far rather reac
h
you to be a good owner_ or train
er
than to hate to hail you out from
tune to time.
And it is cheaper. too.

Reynolds Drywall

Complete Drywall
Finishing & Texturizing
Commercial & Residential
Experienced
Call

are a sure sign that that building is
infested.
"Another indication of termites
infesting a home are pencilwide,
mud shelter tubes extending over
walls, plumbing pipes and other
exposed surfaces," Potter said
"Termites construct these mud tubes
as they travel over exposed surfaces
between the soil and the structure./
Termite-damaged wood also has
mud or soil lining the feeding
galleries."

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans. The initial
guaranteed rate* for amounts over
$5,000 is:

5.50

Ask your Woodmen representative
about our Flexible and Single
Premium Deferred Annuity plans.
Robert Duncan
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-6050

(502) 247-8976
For A FREE Estimate

can be locked
in for one year

4

1L Woodmen
of the World

t Life insurance Society t

Tim Reynolds - Owner

iIom

Office Omaha. Nebraska
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Legal Mumbo Jumbo: All prices are plus tax,
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"Whatever it takes, we want to be you
r car or truck company.'

PEPPERS
2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
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Jo BurIceen
Today Editor
Chronic Illness Group will meet
Chronic Illness Support Group will meet Tuesday, April 19, at 7
p.m. in the Educational Building of First Christian Church. Jane Howard R.N. will be the guest speaker. Any one with a chronic illness is
invited to attend.

Methodist Seniors plan tour

Mr. and Mrs. Calvert Colson in 1944

The Senior Adult Fellowship of First United Methodist Church will
tour the Cheekwood Art Museum and Botanical Gardens, Nashville,
Tenn., on Friday, April 22. The group will leave the church at 9:30
a.m. and have lunch at the Cheekwood Tea Room. Reservations
should be made by calling the church office by Wednesday. April 20.

Mr. and Mrs. Calvert Colson in 1994

Young-at-Heart Group will meet

Local couple will celebrate 50th anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Calvert Colson of Rt. 1, Almo, will celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, April 24.
A reception/open house in their honor will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Hospitality Room of University Branch of Bank of Murray, North 12th
Street, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to .attend.
Cal and Dollie were married April 22, 1944, in Trigg County. They lived in the Pleasant Hill Community of Land Between the Lakes in
Trigg County until moving to Calloway County in 1960.
The have four daughters, Ms. Fran Faith, Mrs. Rita Elkins, Ms. Freda Wallace and Mrs. Ava Peal, and one son, Bobby Colson, all of
Calloway County. They have seven grandchildren, three stepgrandchildren and three great-grandchildren.

.••••••••••

Monday, April 18
Bulb and Broom Sale by Murray
Lions Club starts tonight
Murray Christian Academy open
house/6-8 pm. at Immanuel Lutheran
Church.

I.R.A.s
Tammie Nance
and
Eric Derby
have made their
bridal selections
from our
Wedding Registry.

Bel-Air Center

753-5679

114.b ('4.rnelist.n

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS

753-4703

MURRAY CABIAEVISION
CUSTOMERS
Due to system upgrade,service will
be temporarily interrupted. Thank you
for your patience.

CABLE
LS1 N

glIILLCITY USA
Join Us For The
National Quilt Show &
Dogwood Trail Celebration
During April In Paducah
Paducah 1)ogwood "Frail Celebration: Mid-April
.1rnenean Quilter's National Quilt Show:April 21-24

k

Gs lir mar ffilarrnition
an the Dognand Tnuland
event,
Nampo/Que

1-800-359-4775

Project Graduation committees to meet
Committees of Project Graduation of Calloway County High School
will have meetings during the coming week. Foods Committee will
meet Monday, April 18, at 6:30 p.m. in Room 306 by the TV Station
with Vickie Geurin as chairperson. Fundraising Committee will meet
, Tuesday, April 19, at 6:30 p.m. in the same room.
r

CALENDAR

The
Panhandler

The Young-at-Heart Group of St. Leo's Catholic Church will meet
Wednesday, April 20, at noon. Corned beef, ham and meat loaf will
be furnished and others should bring vegetable, salad or dessert. A
"Hat Parade" will be for entertainment and a memorial service will
follow the potluck. New officers are Bruno Zubko, president; Al Gay,
vice president; Mary Gertzen, secretary: and Al Paluch, treasurer. Fr.
Pete Hughes, Sr. Ann McGrew, Pat Wilson and Mary Stone were
guests at the March St. Patrick's Day luncheon. The attendance prize
was won by Helen Zubko.

Monday, April 18

Agoraphobia Aniairity Panic Disorder Support Group/6:30 p.m./St.
John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-1907, ask for Kathy.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons4.7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
"How To" Class, sponsored by Family Resource Center/6:30 p.m./North
Calloway Elementary School.
Info/753-3070.
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7 p.m./Aub house.
Star Trek Fan Club/7 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.
Single Too/6:30 p.m./Louie's Steak
House. Info/753-6078, 753-7845. or
753-7663.
Scheduling Committee of Southwest
Calloway School SBDM/3:30 p.m. and
Staffing/6 p.m./school.
PAWS meeting/3-4 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library. Info/753-3967.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open" a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board/5:30 p.m./Murray City Hall.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets/8 p.m.
First United Methotst Church events
include Reach-Out Callers III/4 p.m.;
Adult Disciple Bible Study/6 pm.;
Friendship/Hannah Circle w/F.
Rogers/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Symphonic Band Concert/8
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University.
West Kentucky Museum/open 1:30 to
4:30 p.m. Admissior free.
Tuesday, April 19
Guilt Lover.s of Murray/6
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray SevEntn-day Adventist
Church.
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7 p.m./club house.
Murray An Guild business meeting/1
p.m.
Bulb and Broom Sale by Murray
Lions Club continues.
Calloway County Public Library
events include arentr and Twos/9:30
a.m.
Hovrt 10:30 a.m.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Dex'er Center/9-11
a.m. and Harrington's at Aurora/1-3
p.m.
Murray Christian Women's Club/
noon/Seven Seas.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum at
Murray State University open/8:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and ':30 to 4:30
p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

SNAP

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
ICON=C.411MIT FOR WWINSOUNCIVI

A.

Tea shower planned for Andrus family
Tuesday, April 19
Bingo/7 p m /Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m ./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
TOPS 834/First Presbyterian Church/6
p.m. Info/759-9964.
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
p.m./Hardin Library.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Breastfeeding Support Group/6:30-8
p.m./Board Room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/753-3381 or
762-1425.
Cancer Support Group meeting/3
p.m./Educational Unit of Murray.
Galloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1389 or 762-1447.
Bereavement Support Group
meeting/4:30 p.m./Education Unit,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1389.
Retirees of Local 1068 and other locals of UAW-AFL-C10 meet/noon/
Sirloin Stockade.
Wranglers Riding Club/7
p iPaghai's.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
prayer time for youth/7 a.m.; Reunion
Group/8 a.m.; Chronic Illness Support
Group/7 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Community Center open 8
a.m.-4 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.
Dexter Community Center open 9:30
a.m.-2:30 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.

A household shower tea for Shane and Karen Andrus and children,
Brandy, 9, and Courtney, 2, will be Tuesday. April 19, from 6 to 8
p.m. at Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church. The Andrus' family
lost their home and contents by fire on April 4. They resided on
McKinney Road. The public is invited to attend.

Grace seniors plan trip
Senior Saints of Grace Baptist Church will meet Tuesday, April 19,
at 9 a.m. at the church to go to Jackson, Tenn.

CCMS council meeting planned
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday, April 20, at 5:15 p.m. in school library.
Items on agenda include information session on how teachers are
hired/dismissed; Calloway District Teacher evaluation; art position for
1994-95; and Parent Conference Committee report.

CCHS committee will meet
The Attendance/Discipline Committee of Site-based Decision Making Council of Calloway County High School will meet Monday,
April 18, at 7 p.m. at the school.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, April 19,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. A discussion on "Love"
will be held. This program will examine and share views on love and
life. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social
group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or
widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda,
437-4414.

North nominations needed
,

Nominations for parent representatives to the Site-based Decision
Making Council at North Calloway Elementary School are due today,
April 18. Parents must be members of PTO as of April 18. The voting
will be Tuesday, April 26, at 6:30 p.m.

Oaks' ladies plan bridge play
The ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday, April 20, at 9:30 a.m. at the newly renovated club house. Hostess
will be Pam Kelly, 753-9673.

Local ladies have coffee; plan golf play
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will begin golf play on
Wednesday, April 20, at 10 a.m.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. Hostesses will be lnus Orr and Norma
Frank. If a person is- unable to
play, please call one of the
hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Betty Stewart, Billie Cohoon,
Ann Brown and Betty Scott;
Tee 3 - Mary Bogard, Rebecca
West, Cathryn Garrott and Peggy
Shoemaker:
Tee 4 - Inus Orr, Marion Poole,
Rowena Cullom and Norma Frank;
Tee 5 - Beverly Noland, Sue Outland, Rainey Apperson and LaVerne
Ryan;
Tee 6 Tonya Fike, Frances Richey,
Diane Villanova and Shirley Jonstrom;
Tee I. Betty Lowry, Nancy Haverstock, Veneta Sexton and Billie
Wilson;
Tee 9 - Frances Hulse, Rebecca
Irvan, Toni Hopson and Louise Lamb.
Tee 10 - Evelyn Jones, Martha Sue
Ryan, Freda Steely and Pat Claypool;
Teo 12 - Mary 0' Day, Beth Belot..
Margaret Shuffett and Edith Garrison.

RAINEY APPERSOWLedger S Times photo

Murray Country Club ladles held their tee-off golf coffee for 1994 at the
club. Pictured, from left, are Peggy Shoemaker, chairman of handicap
committee, and inus Orr and Norma Frank, co-chairmen for golf activrtits for 1994.
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Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Holland

Couple will celebrate
their 50th anniversary
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Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Holland will celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary on Saturday. April 23.
A reception will be at Elm Grove Baptist Church from 2 to 4 p.m.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Holland were married April 22, 1944 at Murray by
the late Rev. I.W. Rogers. Their attendants were Mrs. Sue Holland
Curlin, sister of the groom, and the late Hafford Lovins.
Mrs. Holland, the former Modell Jones, is the daughter of Rex
Jones and Betty Lee Jones. She is retired from Murray State

University.
Mr. Holland is the son of the late Milburn Holland and Genora
Adams Holland. He has been an automobile dealer for 40 years.

They have four children, Mrs. Betty Hall and husband, Howard,
Huntington, Tenn., and James Holland and wife, Vickie. Joe Holland
and wife, Felecia, and Charles Holland, all of Murray. Their five
grandchildren are Stephanie, Justin, and Eric Holland, and Michael
and Robert Braden.
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Rev. and Mrs. William Miller in 1944

Rev. and Mrs. William Miller in 1994

Local couple will celebrate 50th anniversary
The family of the Rev. and Mrs. William (Bill) Miller will host a reception in honor of their silai vkedding
anniversary. on Sunday, April 24.
The event will be at the Murray Woman's Club House, Vine and South Seventh Streets, Murray, trom 2 to 4
pin. All relatives and friends
are invited. The family requests that guests not bring gifts; however, a personal now, a card, or other memento
would he treasured and
remembered.
The couple was married April 24, 1944, in the home of the late Rev..1 H. Thurman, a Baptist minister Attendants
were Mrs. William Bailey,
a sister, and Ida Mac Hart Mason.
Mrs. Miller, Sue, is the daughter of the late Elmer Miller and Dallis Morris Miller Her sister is MN_ ‘Villiani
Bailey and her brother is
Robert M. Miller.
Mr. Miller is the son of the late Bernie Miller and Lula Stalls Miller. Prior to entering the ministry, he
taught school for many years at
Golden Pond Elementary School and Kirksey High School. He was principal and coa.h at Almo High School for I
years, before being named
as the first principal of the newly consolidated Calloway County High School whi.h opened in 1960. In 1966, he
was elected as assistant
superintendent and in 1969 as superintendent of Calloway County Schools.
Rev. Miller is now serving as pastor and Sunday School teacher at Sugar Creek Baptist Church Mrs, Miller is an assistant
Sunday School
teacher.
They have three sons, Billy Reid Miller and wife, Linda, Ken Alan Miller and ssite, agema. and Jim Mark Miller and wife,
Jean Ann. The.r
six grandchildren are Tammy Lynn Thompson and husband, Jay, Amy Carol M.Retiolds and husband, Circ.!, Ken Alan Miller Jr.,
Angelia Gail
Miller, Nicholas Hunt Miller, and Alexandra Paige Miller. Two great-grandchildren are Allison N
hompson and Kristen Blake M.1-2e.ynolds. Their three stepgrandchildren are Scott. Kevin and Corey England.

Annual Sustaining Campaign
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,Representatives for the
Murray Family YMCA
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members to olmt
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Barbara Harrell, exhibiting artist at Calloway County Public
Library,
stands among some of her models and accessories which are being
shown at library's main meeting room during the month of April.

Antique fashion models by
Harrell on display at library
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Barbara Harrell's Antique
Fashion Models are now on exhibit in the main meeting room of
Calloway County Public Library.
They can be seen during regular
library hours throughout the
month of April.
In addition to the nine life-size,
full figure models dressed in Victorian attire, there are four busts
and nine portraits. Models of animals, firescreens, and umbrella
stands are displayed, as well as
one display case entirely devoted
to 27 model handbags.
The rendering of metal mesh,
beads, and other textures make a
very appealing exhibit, according
to Library Staff Member Gerry
Reed.
Mrs. Harrell, who received her
training at Murray State University and Murray Art Guild, now
teaches art at Eastwood Christian
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Rosetta Todd, right, and her daughters, from left, Christina and Rebecca Todd, in top photo, entertained with musical selections at the annual
spring potluck luncheon held by Home Department of Murray Woman's
Club. The Todds concluded their program with the song, "Grandma, tell
me about the good old days" at which time Lillian Robertson, mother of
Rosetta, joined the singers. Gladys Jarrett, chairman, presided. Hostesses, bottom photo, were, from left, Marjory Sanders, Virginia Thomason,
Vanda Gibson (for her mother, Lottie) and Delyghte Humphreys, who
used the theme of St. Patrick's for the event. The department will meet
Thursday, April 21, at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. The Village Panhandlers will present the program. Hostesses will be Vanda Jean Gibson,
Frances Churchill, Marie Hicks and Rosetta Todd.

Academy.
She is winner of many awards
in the media of oil and pastel
paintings, and weaving, from
competitions she has entered in
Evansville, Ind., Nashville,
Tenn., Mt. Vernon, Ill., Paducah,
Louisville, Murray, and at Kentucky Guild of Artists and Craftsmen at Berea.
In April of 1991 she opened
Barbara Harrell's Arts and Crafts
Studio here in Calloway County
through which she now distributes her work.
The public is invited to view
this unique exhibit, Reed said.
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SPORTS
Blue's big plays 'weight' down Gold 21-14
McGowan gains 140 on 11 carries

•

p'-vo
;TEs,IE PARKER Leogef & T
Gold team running back Tim Scarborough busts through the line, eluding Blue linebackers Derrick Atchley
(58) and Lamond Dean (53) in the first haft of Saturday's Blue-Gold Game at Stewart Stadium.

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Just after taking over a floundering Racer football program,
Houston Nuu identified the problem quickly: too small, too slow,
too weak.
So Nuu and his staff couldn't
start recruiting too soon.
But recruiting talented, but
green, freshmen, wasn't enough.
The holdovers from the Mike
Mahoney era had to get bigger,
faster and stronger if they were to
turn around a faltering program.
That point has hit home with a
"thud." Or, like the sound of a
45-pound weight hitting the floor.
Nut pushed spring practice
back this year to get more time in
the weight room. It has showed
all spring, but Nutt says the summer could make the difference in
the 1994 season.
"One thing I noticed is these
guys hadn't worked all that hard
in the summer," Nutt said of offseason conditioning. "We're
going to have 45 or 50 people
't.-e on campus this summer,
vvhich is the most we've ever had
here in July."
This winter's weight lifting
showed on Saturday night when
the Blue team scored a 21-14 vic-

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State Thoroughbreds took two of three from
Middle Tennessee this weekend
at Reagan Field, including the
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tory' over the Gold in the annual
Blue-Gold Game:
• Waynce McGowan, a shifty
runner who has lacked the next
gear his first three seasons, broke
a 66-yard run in an obvious display of speed. Said defensive
coordinator Kim Damcron,
McGowan's coach for the Blue
team, "Waynce's taken it to the
next level."
"I got on the weights seriously," said McGowan, who rushed
for 140 yards on just 11 carries
and two scores. "I worked a lot • See Page 9

By MARK COOMES
Courier-Journal

The

POPEYE JONES
onds of the period to narrow
Sacramento's advantage to
80-71.
The Mavericks got as close
as 80-73 early in the fourth
quarter, but a 3-pointer and layup by Richmond pushed the
Kings' advantage to 85-73.
Wcbb's 3-pointer with 8:21 to
play made it 88-75.
Jim Jackson scored 20 points
for Dallas, which was thwarted
in its attempt to win three consecutive games for the first time
since the 1990-91 season.
The Mavericks trailed by as
many as 14 early in the Second
quarter, then rallied to tie it
52-52 at halftime.

Unnienity of Kentucky photo
Calloway County native Pookie Jones is staying quiet about his plans
to play football while swinging a hot bat at Kentucky this spring.

opener in dramatic fashion.
MSU scored a 7-6 win on
Saturday before dropping the second game of a doubleheader
11-1. But Murray State rallied on
Sunday for a 7-3 win over the
Blue Raiders,
Murray State is now 16-16
overall and 5-4 in the Ohio Valley Conference. MTSU fell to
15-16 overall and 4-6 in OVC
play.
In the opener on Saturday,
Middle Tennessee held a 6-3 lead
going into the bottom of the
seventh, but the Blue Raiders
walked the bases loaded and with
two outs, Murray State second
baseman Kurt Muskopf hit a

grand slam homer to left field to
win the game 7-6.
Matt Seely picked up the in
for the Thoroughbreds to move to
2-1 on the year while Keith Gallagher hit his third homer of the
year.
In the second Fame Saturday,
Middle's Jamie Walker - hit a
three-run homer to pace a seven run third inning to gi‘e the Blue
Raiders a split in the doubleheader. Matt Culp hit his eighth
homer of the year tor the Thoroughbreds in the third inning.
Adam Wilson fell to 5-1 on the
year, taking his first loss.
On Sunday, Murray State
scored three runs in the first

inning on singles from Chris
Godwin, Matt Culp and Kurt
Muskopf and a two-run single
from Chris Moddclmog. Murray
State added three runs in the
fifth, with Muskopf driving in a
run and Kent Lcggs doubling
home two.
Jason Walker pitched six
innings for the win to move to
5-4 on the year while Seely
pitched the final three innings for
his seventh save of the year.
The Thoroughbreds will host
Arkansas State Tuesday in a
makeup game at Reagan Field,
starting at 2 p.m. Murray State
will host Memphis State Wednesday at 2:30 p.m.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The key to option football is ,to
keep your options open. Pookie
Jones has learned that game plan
well.
The University of Kentucky's
two-sport star politely refuses to
make a hasty choice regarding his
future. He's good enough to
become a professional outfielder
this summer or play quarterback
for free again this fall. And he's
smart enough to not say which he
intends to do.
"If you think about it, it's
really a good choice," he said.
In Jones' case silence is golden
— or at least money green. Declaring a career path would hurt
his leverage with whatever
major-league team drafts him in
June. If Jones, a junior, doesn't
like the offer, he could return to
the football team and go into the
draft next year.
That looks unlikely now. The
football team's best chance of

keeping its three-year starter was
for him to have a bad enough
season at the plate to scare the
scouts off. But Jones, a notoriously slow starter, came out hot
this season — with a batting
average among the top in the
Southeastern Conference.
The silent treatment will come
in handy if Jones hits a slump.
Keeping mum keeps the secondguessers quiet, too.
'Somebody might look at me
and say, 'Pookie's not doing so
great at baseball. Maybe he
should've stuck with football.' Or
vice versa." Jones said. "I just
feel like it's not time (to declare
any intentions). I haven't made
any decisions."
Most of the big ones are being
made for him, more or less.
Jones, though second on UK's
all-time total-offense list, is not a
pro prospect in football. He is in
baseball despite his relatively
advanced age (he will turn 23
July 13) and inexperience (playing football has slashed his practice time and prevented him from
playing in summer leagues).
On the positive side, Jones is a
superb athlete with speed, arm
strength and hitting power. At
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• See Page 9

Lakers rally late for 3-2 win
•

PARIS, Tenn. — Calloway County's pitching shut down Henry
County's bats long enough for Brent Anderson to drive home the
winning run.
Anderson singled home Sean Waller in the top of the ninth and
Waller then shut down Henry County in the bottom of the ninth to
give the Lakers a 3-2 win Saturday.
Waller picked up the win, shutting down Henry County in the
final two innings after starter Jay Paul Herndon allowed just three
hits and struck out four.
Calloway trailed 2-0 into the seventh when Wesley Cogdell
doubled and scored on Herodon's ground out to second. Jason Grogan, a pinch-runner, later scored the tying run on Casey Williams'
double to right.
In the ninth, Waller walked and advanced to second on an error
by the centerfielder. Anderson then singled up the middle to bring
home the winning run.
Calloway (5-2) meets rival Murray High today at Murray State's
Reagan Field at 4:30.
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"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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Calloway QB
swings hot bat

Thoroughbreds take two from MTSU
'Breds Muskopf
slams Raiders

BL UE
GOLD

more than last spring."
• William Hampton, the Racers' best cover man at cornerback, shied away from the run
last year as a freshman. On Saturday night, he came up on a
sweep. knocked the ball loose
from Blue running back Tony
Turner and safety Elliott Dunn
scooped up the ball and raced 67
yards for the game's first
touchdown.
"I feel a lot different," said
Hampton, who also picked off a
pass and brought it back 35 yards
in the second half. "I know what
it takes, what it takes to win. But
we all have to take that commitment into the summertime and
into the weight room."
• Matt Hall, a senior wide
receiver who caught four touchdown passes in last year's spring
game. used his 6-5 frame to his
advantage over quicker, but
smaller, defensive backs. This
year, he's added speed and
strength.
"We've worked out a lot this
spring, a lot more intense," said
Hall, who caught a 35-yard TD
pass Saturday night. "I feel like I
have another gear."

Jones' mind open
to Kentucky future

Jones standing tall;
scores 16 for Dallas
DALLAS (AP) — Murray
State's all-time leading rebounder and second-leading scorer
did a little of both for the Dallas Mavericks Saturday night.
Jones, a 6-8 power forward,
scored a career-high 16 points
and pulled down 13 rebounds in
the Mavericks' 106-98 loss at
Sacremento.
Jones, back in the starting
lineup after losing his starting
spot last month, was 7 of 9
from the field and 2 of 2 from
the free throw line.
Jones' 13 rebounds was the
high in the game.
Spud Webb scored 26 points,
including a 3-pointer that
ignited a key third-quarter run
that lifted the Kings to the
victory.
Wayman Tisdale scored a
season-high 32 points and
Mitch Richmond had 23 for the
Kings, who are trying win 30
games in a season for the first
time in eight seasons. Sacramento is 27-51 with four
games left.
Webb's 3-pointer started a
13-2 run, expanding a two-point
lead to 73-60 with 4:38 left in
the third quarter. Dallas scored
five points in the final 35 sec-

BLUE 21, GOLD 14
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BUY AMERICA
***BUY COOPER* *
YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 7534111

***** * *********
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RENTAL
• Daily & WeekIs Rentals
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• Call Us tor Rm..%
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Racer sports highlight weekend

SPORTS

BRIEFS
Joyner reunited with Ryan in Arizona
TEMPE.. Ariz.(AP) — Former Philadelphia linebacker Seth Joyner signed a five-year, S14 million contract with the Arizona Cardinals on Sunday. repining forma Eagles teammate Clyde Simmons
and coach Buddy Ryan. The Cardinals hired Ryan in Febniary as
coach and general manager and signed Simmons in March.

Hilgenberg released after heart attack
PARK RIDGE. III. (AP) — NFL center Jay Hilgenberg was
released from Lutheran General Hospital on Sunday after being
treated for a heart attack.
Dr. Jay Alexander said Hilgenberg, 35, had a "small heart
attack" last weekend but waited until Monday to see a doctor. Hilgenberg, who underwent an angioplasty procedure to clear a
blocked artery Thursday, spent last 11 years with the Chicago
Bears, was traded to Cleveland two years ago and played for New
Orleans last season.
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Labonte wins First Union 400 Sunday
N'ORTH WILKESBORO, N.C. (AP) — Terry Labonte passed
Rusty Wallace with 28 laps to go and held on for a 7.23-second
margin in the First Union 400 on Sunday for his first NASCAR
Winston Cup victory in five years.
Labonte, winless in 135 races since the 1989 Diehard 500, averaged 95.816 mph in his Chevrolet on the .625-mile North Wilkesboro Speedway. Ernie Irvan finished third, followed by Kyle Petty
and Dale Earnhardt.
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FROM PAGE 8
Saturday night's spring football showcase was exactly that
for the crowd of approximately
500 fans.
"What I'm excited about is
looking at this year, and this time
last year," said Nutt. "Last year
there was no way we could have
a draft and divide up and have a
decent game.
"Tonight, I got a lot bit more
effort than I expected," he added.
"I didn't expect them to play as
hard as they did because we've
done a lot of hitting and scrimmaging this spring."
Saturday's scrimmage was
stamped with physical and emotional play. Both offenses ran
into hard-hitting defense and had
to rely on the big plays.
Hampton's hit and Dunn's
fumble return opened the scoring
and put the Gold team on top 7-0.
McGowan tied the game when he
went over from one yard out.
In the third quarter, Hall gave
the Blue the lead when he hauled
in Jonathan Criswell's 35-yard
pass for a touchdown.
"In our reads we usually don't
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look deep, but you could see the
safety cheating up," said Criswell, competing with Benji Bona
for the starting job.
"We had a backside post pattern, but the first option was in
the flat," Hall said of the play.
"Coach Nutt altered it (to the
post). It was a good call."
McGowan's 66-yard run gave
the Blue a two touchdown lead in
the fourth quarter.
"That run was off an audible
call," said McGowan, a Caldwell
County native. "We called a
counter, but the quarterback saw
it differently and changed it to an
!so (isolation). I saw the safety
and felt his arm but I broke free."
Bona capped the scoring when
he hit sophomore fullback David
McCann down the sidelines for a
21-yard score.
"It was just like coach tells
us," said Gold linebacker Terry
Anthony. "Two or three big plays
win the ballgame and that's, what
happened tonight."
Murray Stale has two more
practices remaining and will use
them this week to go over
fundamentals.
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger 1 Times
Rai. was the host of the first
round of the Lady Racer golf
squad's Murray State Invitational
during a weeked which also
included women's tennis, men's
golf and track action.
In the Murray State Invitational, Friday's play was rained out.
MSU shot a 363 on Saturday to
finish sixth in its own tournament. Leading the women was
Jennifer Langford, who scored an
87; Angie Haywood shot a 91:

Rechelle Cadwell, 92; Stacy
Kern, 95; Connie Steely, 97: and
Carrie Beth Daughaday. 101.
The women's tennis team
raised their season record to 18-7
with a shutout at Tennessee Tech
on Saturday. Heather Donovan
won her No. 1 singles match 6-1,
6-0; Susan Moulder won at No.
2, 6-2, 6-3; Rcnca Cates, No. 3,
6-2, 6-4; DeAnna Carroll, No. 4,
6-2, 7-6; Chris Granacki, No. 5,
6-0, 6-2; and Amy Hall, No. 6,
6-1, 6-0. In doubles, Donovan
and Cates won the No. 1 match

II Jones...
FROM PAGE 8
times he looks like a born baseball player. His first collegiate hit
was a grand slam, and March 4
against Louisville - he belted
another grand slam that cleared
the center-field fence by so much
that it left Cardinal Stadium on
one bounce.
He is raw, though. For example, he used to be a sucker for
curveballs. But already this season he has hit three breaking
balls for homers.
Major-league scouts generally
are forbidden to talk about prospects, but the California Angels

thought enough of Jones to draft
him in the 18th round last year.
He told them not to waste the
pick. He was determined to play
football for UK.
He could go in the fifth or
sixth round this year, but he has
pushed those thoughts out of his
head. Talk of money and draft
position caused Jones to press a
bit last year, and his batting average dropped from .283 to .277
and his home runs from eight to
six.
"Last year I was real caught
up in what the scouts were telling
me," he said. "This year I'm not
even worried about it.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.
*See me for all your Wyly insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9627
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Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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Dinner Only! Good thru 4/21/94

15.15 while Charmaine Thomas
in the NO meters, Melody WIgerson in the 3000 meters and
Daffney Moore in the 400-meter
intermediate hurdles all took second place. Dawn Miller won the
shot put with a distance of 37-9
and was second in the discus.
while Renee Bailey was second
in the javelin.
For the men, Greg Deaves won
the discus and shot put with distances of 133-8 and 47-5 and was
third in the javelin. Lyndon Hepburn was second in the 4(()
meters at 49.19, finishing just
ahead of third place Trevor
Hamilton, who ran it in 49.48.
Marcus Brown and Chris Barber
tied for second in the high jump
at 6-4, and the MSU "A" team
won the 4x4(X)-meter relay with a
time of 3:16.16.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
for lour Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship {Weekly & Save Money
M-1. 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
751-2190
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

•
Sceieiv-ao 4
Par 3 Golf
Center
Sports
&
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• Coll Lessons Available •

Practice Range
Miniature Golf

$1.75

UPS

Golf
9 Holes
$300
18 Holes
$5.00
Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes
$4.00
18 Holes
$7.00
Carts $3 00 per 9 Holes
$1, $2, & $3.50 Buckets
Batting Range
50<

753-1152

N. 16th St., Murray
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Auto Insurance...
Compare Our Price & Coverage
dieS446;,•

ROSS
INSURANCE
AGENCY

Ronnie Ross & Danny RO6fi
600 Main St. • 753-0489

MURRAY PRESCHOOL
HEAD START
'83 Ford Ranger 80,000 rrntes
'84 LTD Brougham V-6
'86 Nissan Sentra Red. Auto, Ait
'87 Suzuki Samari 4 Wheel Dnve
'87 Dodge Dakota Sharp Truck
'86 Chevy Celebrity
'86 Grand Am SE V 6
'80 Buick Regal
'80 Ford Courier Au!, 90.000 miles
'79 Chevy Luv 4 Wheel Drive
'78 Plymouth Volare Dependable
'87 GMC Truck S-15 Auto. A/C. V-6
'77 Chevy Truck
'89 Taurus V-6. Loaded
'89 Sunbird Sharp
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Lunch Buffet Goft_
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6-4, 6-3; Granacki and Moukkr
on No. 2, 6-2, 6-2; and Hall and
Carroll won No. 3. 6-0, 6-1.
At the rain-shortened Eagle
Classic, hosted by Morehead
State at the Elizabethtown Country Club, the men's golf team finished eighth out of 12 teams.
Low scorer for the Racers was
Brian Henson, who shot a tworound total of 152. Also for
MSU, Jason Lancaster had a 155,
Paul Clements, 157; 0.J. Lancaster, 158; and Todd Thomas, 159.
Heather Thomas qualified provisionally for the NCAA Outdoor
Championships in both the 2(X)
meters and the 4(X) meters at the
Mississippi State Invitational.
Thomas ran the 200 in 23.65 and
the 400 in 5419. Also for the
women, Phyllis Jackson won the
1011-meter hurdles with a time of
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$2,100
$1,600
$2,100
$3,500
$3,200
$1,500
$2,650
$900
$1,250
$1,400
$900
$3,500
$1,550
$3,000
$3,000
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Murray Independent Schools

PRESCHOOL
SCREENING
Children who are 3 or 4 years old
or who will be 3 by October 1, 1994

April 21, 1994
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
MSU - Special Education Building,
1st Floor

$
6

Call 753-4363 for an appointment

Not good with any other offer.

a
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PICK-UP ONLY SPECIAL

tate's

Buy any large pizza at full regular price,
et a super order of
eft_
pizza
or 12" dessert cheesestickst
*4.4

9

for only,,. ,.F

Conferences will be held on the day of the screening to
share results and to make other decisions, if necessary.

If interested in registering for Murray
Preschool/Head Start and need more
information, call 762-3262. On-site
registration will be conducted on the
screening date.

667Va

Fick-Up Onlyt Gavel Wu 4121$14. Net geed with any ether Offer.

753-6656

FREE
DEUVERY!
Chestnut St.

Murray's Only $3,000 & Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
753-9586
300 S. 4th

1
1 ' National Academy of Early Childhood Programs
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
lawlsaY Ask
$5.00 Column Inch
oacoure bus Nei,
KM Discount 3.0 Ohm
gAIJ AM Mil Sim WM Ckry
$1 75 per column Inch •xtro for
Tuesckry (Shopping Gude)

Reader Adl
254 per word. WOO minimum
lit day 54 per word per day for
eoch additional consecutive
day. $1.75 *aro for Shopper
flues Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra tor
blind box ads..

rosagla.1110.1rsPatil
A 6200 Pee web* required to mate
any chi:moss to ad allot dirodandi.
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Legal Nonce
Nonce
Personals
Cord of Planks
in Memory
Lost & Found

010
020
025
030
340
350

'9C
37C
39C
43C

FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
uvesrock & Supplies
Pcoolt-y & SutoPlieS

55C

Prock.rce
Feed & Seed

n2e

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Tues Pizza salads
hot sandwiches gyros
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474 8119 or
1 800-649-3804

HENDO
lot pure organic

AfIl•f /Ca 5

260
265
300
310
320
330
343
360

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
Mobile Horne Lots for Rent
Buenos; Rentals
Wont To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Loose

470
4430
465
490
495
5CC
510
520

Chicken manure - 1
yr Old - dry The
perfect organic garmedium
dening
Any amount
U Haul or
We'll Deliver

753-7000 or
753-3113
c.,d Car

r." Ugly Duckling
,)z
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Notice

CANCER
INSURANCE

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

TRANSPORTATION

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Con
Vona
Used Trucks
Compen
Boots & Motors

No age limit to apply

It

is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For tree information call
your present policy

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
",se ocal Ohm serylas*

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

MoCee Homes For Sole
For Sale or lease
Horne Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Forms F-or So*
Homes For Sale
MISCELLANEOUS

410
540
560
570

$1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home No exper-

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 pm

ience Free inkernaboni
supplies No obligation

1\'Iurray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.

112 So 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

- Ask For Dennis -

Mort.-Frt. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
• Doodlash are 2 days
aarchwai

1

EXPERIENCED waitress
afternoons. tul-sme/ part
eme including weekends
Apply in person after 3ixti
Ann's Country Kitchen

FEMALE kitchen help
needed Apply in person at
The Bog Apple Cate Pu
ryear, TN Must be 21 years
of age 931 247 5793
ARBY S now hiring for full
time back-line cook at
night Apply in person from
2pm 4pm only
AVON wants individuals interested in earning
$8-$12rtir No door to door
1 800 699 5644

part time

• Apply In Person

OFFICE HOURS.,

N•kr
Winos'

Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to Hon- ACCEPTING applicabore
zon, Dept FF, PO Box for openers 8 closers
753-2310
2149, Brownwood, TX Starting pay $4 50/hr
76804
Apply in person at McDoHelp
A ACCEPTING applica- nald; of Murray EOE
Wonted
tions tor weekend help V/H
e••K & dishwasher day 8 Apply m person at McDo- CARPENTERS needed
night shift Apply in person
nakls of Murray EOE 1.4,Fr with at least 2-3yrs experiafter 3pm at Ann's Country
ence Cal 753-1815
Kitchen Hazel Full and

City Carriers
Needed

PLIOilc Sol*
For Trod,
Free Cc4umn
Wonted

Advenbers are requesied lo
check 'he lbef Inesellon of
Iheir ads tat any or. Aludiay
Ledger a Maim will be responsible Per only one Incorrect Mindless. Any ones
Moak, be tepoiled busseda.* se calrechons can be
made.
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orations Coast to Coasi

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooing
Services Offered

0*,1

020
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Notice

HOST Dry Carpet Cleaner
The professional way to dry
clean carpet yourself On
sale now at Blacks Decor
Ming Center 701 S 4th St,
Murray or call 753-0839

100
110

080
230
250
290
530

060
070

Computers
For Sole or Trade
Wont To Boy
Articles FOr Sow
Appliances
Nome Furnanings
Annaues
VOCuuni Cieoners
Sewing Mocnines
Heavy EQuOrnen1
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Music ol
Miscellaneous
TV.& Rocbo
....... Pets & Stvoiles

120
130
140
150
156
160
166
170
160
195
200
210
220
240
260
360

AWILIIMEN13

REAL ESTATE SALES

MI RC HA NOISE

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
He Wonted
Domestic & CNIcrcore
Stuoton Wonted
.. Buenos; OPPortunffY
Instruction

_
ANNOuNCEM(NT,

',mom

A Highly Self-Mob'add 'nova:fuel with
interpersonal
great
skills for advertising
sales Job responsibilities include outside
saki, customer service, maintain established accounts. and
open new revenue accounts Must be a responsible and enthusiastic individual, must
own vehicle and a valid
dnvers license Salary
commission
plus

MAJOR WEST TN. AUTO GROUP
LOOKING FOR A FEW SELECT
PEOPLE TO JOIN OUR SALES TEAM.
WE OFFER: • Excellent Pay Plan
•
•
•
•

Bonuses
Medical Insurance
No Sundays
Paid Vacation

MANY STABLE CAR LINES TO
SELL FROM AND MORE

Sand resume to.
P.O. Box 1040G
Murray, KY 42071

Please Send Resume To:
P.O. Box 310-ET
Paris, TN 38242

EXPERIENCED bookkeeper Computer experience preferable Call for an
appointment at 753-3914
or send resume to PO Box
328, Murray KY 42071
Good pay Ei benefits with
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Hop
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Attention Murray!

POSTAL JOBS
stoop,sit/ •tinsis

Fel

rdo.. ad 1appleabon
(216)-324-WOE& KYDi05
7 iirrt to i0 p.m. 7 days

established local company

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

CL
Eli
wit1

Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 AM. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.
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McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199
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Listed below are individuals,firms and corporations who have failed
to pay 1993 City of Murray Property Taxes.The amount set opposite the
property owners name is the amount of delinquent taxes, penalty and
interest. In addition to this amount,a $3.00 publication charge will be
added each time the delinquent account is published. Unpaid property
taxes become a lien upon the described properties until paid in full. The
City of Murray may utilize the tax foreclosure method authorized by
KRS 91.481 - 91.527 for collection of unpaid taxes effective July 1, 1994.
Jo Crass
City Clerk
1993 CITY OF MURRAY DELINQUENT TAXES
Name

'
'
,
44•4;;.
_4

Jr

7

Bill No., Map Location/Address

Amount Due

Adams, Shane; 36; Tr/Riviera..

$33.87

Balustein, Linda; 214; 8-10-07A/704 Story
Barnett, John H.; 244; 7-12-23/417 S. 9th
Beaugard, Georgia; 300; Spruce
Big Kahuna Tanning Hut; 353; Tangibles
Blackford, Gladys H.; 385; 41-129/1804 Coldwater Rd

255.60
255.60
13.12
144.83
296.70

Bolen, Virginia; 440; Tr/Fox Meadows
Bowden, Tony; 466; Tr/Coach Estates
Boyd, Charlotte; 475; 5-18-10/512 S. 13th
Bradshaw, Sammy Gale; 506; 5-17-25/519 Shady
Brady. Sandra; 507; Tr/Riviera
Brandon, Ed; 516; 9-23-06/505-507 LP Miller

40.91
37.20
321.35
366.58
100.19
74.75

54.58
Cain, Brent; 697; Tr/Coach Estates
Cathey, Mary Brandon; 800; 1-02-12/1802 College Fm. Rd... 158.60
25.44
Catlett, George E.; 806; 10-26-11A/Cherry
41.89
Catlette, Yvonne; 807; 10-26-14/707 S. 3rd
132.30
Cavitt, J. C. & W. C.; 812; 9-23-12/504 N. Cherry
234.76
Charette, Raymond J. PSC; 841; Tangibles
190.08.
Chief Automotive Systems Inc.; 852; Tangibles
Claghorn, Brad; 878; 'Pr/Riviera
Clark, Pamela A.; 892; 11-21-07C/1505 Clay-shire

.31.98
288.47

Coats, Terra; 917; 9-27-04/407 N. 1st
Count, James S., Jr.; 1046; 'Pr/Riviera
Crocker, Harold Ray; 1094; Tr/Riviera
Crtstchfield, Gregory T.; 1118; 9-22-15/400 N. 3rd
Cunningham, Mike; 1135; 51-120/0ff Hwy. 121 S
D & M Market; 1156; Tangibles
Davis, Christopher Lee; 1188; Tr/Riviera
Delta Nu Housing Corp.; 1201; 1-20-09/505 N. 16th
Dillingham, Mary; 1229; Tr/Riviera
Downs, Kyle; 1295; Tr/Fox Meadows
Doyle, Robert L.; 1301; 5-06-09/700 Meadow
Drennon, Tonya S.; 1304; 3-02-02/915 Waldrop
Drennon, Tonya S.; 1305; 3-02-91/910 N. 16th
Dunbar, Ella Est.; 1321; 10-26-15/709 S. 3rd
Duncan, Jeffrey L.; 1324; 4-11-38/321 Irvan...
Duncan, Jeffrey Lee &
Michael Lopez; 1325; 9-06-21/306 N 6th
Duncan, Shirley; 1329; 9-05-06/505 N. 5th

15.58
.58.62
108.47
64.08
129.23
49.17
44.23
321.35
25.59
24.33
366.58
411.76
239.14
29.56
295.05
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.567.93
Dunnaway, Wilse; 1351; 9-09-15
.172.01
Elkins, Harry; 1395; 51-62B/Old River Rd.
46.30
Elkins, M.; 1398; Tr/Northwinds
152.07
5th
N.
9-06-08/315
1420;
Anna;
Ellison,
226.82
Ellison, Anna & Richard Reed; 1422; 6-13-07/315 N. 7th
230.93
Ellison, Anna & Richard Reed; 1423; 9-06-06/321 N. 5th
354.23
6th
S.
7-21-15/524
1452;
0.;
Martha
Erwin,
45.15
Farmer, Jo Ann & Carl; 1505; 'Pr/Riviera
158.60
Feulner, Walter & Dorothy; 1565; 7-09-03/400 S. 9th
107.65
Fike, Bobby, Sr.; 1572; 10-19-15/513 S. 4th
235.86
Pike, Bobby, Sr.; 1573; 10-19-12A/Cherry
444.65
Pike, Bobby, Sr.; 1574; 5-04-07/1505 Sycamore
107.65
Pike, Bobby, Sr.; 1575; 10-19-16/511 S. 4th
37.79
Pike, Bobby, Sr.; 1576; 10-19-17/509 S. 4th
316.33
Pine
9-05-17/602
1646;
D.;
Fox, Jerry
35.53
Franklin, Francis; 1649; Tr/Fox Meadows
29.74
Gal, Gary; 1724; Tr/Riviera
13.12
Gammons, L.D.; 1733; 9-03-01A/Pine
21.34
Gilbert, Johonna; 1820; 9-29-02/As
19.36
Hall, Howard & Betty; 1971; 'Fr/Riviera
Harding, Bert do Willie
15.58
Foster; 1996; 9-31-16A/N 2nd
&
Beth
Mary
Harp,
288.47
Charles Robertson; 2012; 2-10-17/104 N. 17th
Harper, Gary L.
272.04
c/o Keith Brandon; 2014; 10-26-17/601 S. 4th
28.07
Hayden, Gary; 2079; Tr/Fox Meadows
337.79
Hill, Louis C.; 2162; 11-12-29/1616 Belmont
29.74
Holland, Richard W., 2210; Tr/Riviera
156.95
Hombuckle, James; 2273; 9-23-13/506 N. Cherry
173.39
Hombuckle, James; 2275; 10-03-01/502 Elm
514.52
Hombuckle, James; 2278; 11-20-06/1310 Kirkwood
319.85
Hook, Bonnie; 2300; 42-43A/1604 Wiswell
144.63
Howard, Michael P.; 2318; 9-05-12/409 N. 5th
124.08
Howard, Michael P.; 2319; 9-09-21/408 N. 5th
Hubbard, Louise
15.58
do Terra Coats; 2328; 9-27-03/409 N. lit
Hubbard, Louise
17.22
do Terra Coats; 2329; 9-30-07/105 Pine
74.75
Hudspeth, Lindsey; 2341; 9-24-12/404 Cherry
58.32
Hutcherson, Clifford, Jr.; 2416; 9-30-12A/104 Spruce
139.70
Jenkins, Wanda; 2504; 7-12-13/418 So. 8th
.54.58
Jennings, Todd & Trina; 2508; Tr/Riviera
132.30
Kenley, Lue Ellen; 2671; 9-30-09/101 Pine
124.08
King, Jerry D.; 2725; 9-30-02/209 Pins
43.40
Kirtley, Terry; 2738; Tr/Coach Estates
180.58
Knight, Jay; 2747; 42Q-06/1509 Danbury
Landrum, Gloria & Willis.
25.44
Clovis & Cathina; 2825; 10-21-04/202 Mulberry
Latimer, Richard & Richard
789.88
Warren Latimer; 2866; 10-31-06/300 Sycamore
.38.01
Lee, Billy; 2882; Pr/Riviera
139.51
Lee, Laura; 2896; Tangibles
159.14
Manners, Emmanuel; 3000; 6-07-08/301 N. 8th
23.52
Manning, Paul; 3003; Tr/Fos Meadows

156.95
107.65

sr•-••-• •••-•••-••••••
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McCarty, John W., 3075; 3-14-25/216 N. 13th
McGuire, Dennis; 3166; Tr/Riviera
istates
Mott, Terry; 3416; Tr/Coseh'

378.90
20.60
62.89
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Nance, Thomas W.; 3522; Pr/Riviera
Pate, Jeffrey L.; 3818; Tr/Riviera
Payne, James E.; 3827; 4-07-21/313 Woodlawn
Perry, Taylor Mrs.
do C.E. Rowlett; 3863; 9-30-03/205 Pine
Perry, Willie; 3867; 9-24-04/407 L.P. Miller
Perry, Willie Earl; 3870; 9-29-08/408 N. lit
Plunkett, Susan G.; 3920; 1-15-01/304 N. 17th
Poe, Joseph D., Jr.; 3923; 9-26-05A/114 Ash
Prescott, Linda J.; 3954; 8-03-03/1101 Story
Pridemore, James L.; 3963; 2-09-16/210 S. 16th
Reed, Donald Neal; 4075; 10-21-01/203 Cross
Reed, Neal; 4085; 9-27-11/404 L.P. Miller
Richard, Lagena J.; 4114; 11-11-17/1604 Catalina
Roberts, Jayson; 4179; Tr/Riviera
Rutledge, Anthony; 4348; 9-27-05/405 N. 1st
Sanchez, Stephen; 4376; 7-19-30/409 S. 8th
Singleton, J.
do Lindell Singleton; 4559; 9-30-10
Sirls, Mark Kevin; 4562; Pr/Riviera

Legal
Notice
33.87

67.03
280.26
74.75
82.98
70.65
280.26
10.12
239.14
336.98
132.30
74.75
300.80
15.22
189.84
138.05

EIMMNIMI

14.77
22.68

199.69
Skinner, John W.; 4568; 10-26-10A/201 Mulberry
272.04
Smith, Benita J.; 4573; 9-19-11/204 N. Cherry
91
78..32
23
Smith, Judy; 4597; Tr/Riviera
Smith, Phillip; 4610; Tr/Riviera
Spann, Martha Estate
do Cindy Leslie; 4666; 50-51A/1606 N. 4th
7
76
5.2
40
18
2
Stanley, Dale Wayne; 4700; 7-07-29/213 S. 11th
33.87
Stephens, Tim; 4729; Tr/Coach Estates
Stubblefield, Kelly
70.65
do Raymond Stubblefield; 4780; 9-16-05/207 Cherry
27.66
Sweatman, Dorothy; 4822. Tr/Riviera
25.59
Thomas, Jerry; 4890; Tr/Riviera
Thomason, Elizabeth
158.60
do Mary Beth Hart; 4899; 3-11-25/304 N. 14th
25.59
Thompson, Tim Soott; 4911; Tr/Riviera
144.63
Thornton, Elmo E.; 4914; 6-10-16/104 N. 9th
Thorpe, Bobby Lee; 4921; 9-19-03/209 L.P. Miller
20
9211..34
Todd, Howard & Rita; 4963; 51-7W714 River
216.22
Todd, Myles W.; 4967; 50-35F/301 Andrus
521.32
Todd, Myles W.; 4968; Tangibles
21:
79
23
Turnbow, Ben; 5023; 7-02-05/1103 Poplar
Turska, Jeff; 5046; Tr/Riviera
58.32
Utterback, Edd; 5076; 9-08-02/505 Walnut
35.12
Valley, Cynthia; 5082; 'Pr/Riviera
21.44
Vanschoech, Paul Jr.; 5093; Tr/Riviera
31.79
Vaughn, Jerry; 5107; Tr/Riviera
132.30
Walls, Ural L.; 5198; 10-21-02/201 Cross
Walls, Walter; 5199; 9-24-01/408 N. Cherry
37
24 08
147:
2
Watkins, Richard Wayne; 5249; 4-06-10/219 Woodlawn
79.45
Weaver, Tracy; 5268; Pr/Fox Meadows
Wildey, Chester Lynn
7
1.
2
do Frankie Brandon; 5343; 6-11-13/400 N. 8th
06
Williams, Charles H.; 5353; 5-12-03A/522 Shady
.872.08
Wilson, Jerry W.; 5411; 7-16-09/204 S. 6th .
Wilson, Larry L. &
. .206.28
Dorothy M. Hart; 5412; 6-04-14/1000 Olive
WofTord, Louise; 5444; Pleasant Hill Add .....4..i....•.................- 12.90
....-...-.:...-............. 62.89
York, Kelvin; 6614; Tr/Coach Estates
•
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Due to company
growth in the
Murray area 3
job openings exist in the branch
of a FORTUNE
500 company. If
selected you will
be given expense
paid classroom
training. We will
provide complete
bencompany
efits, major medical, dental, 401K
Your
savings.
starting income
will be $1600/mo.
& up. All promotions based on
merit - no seniority. To be accepted you need a
pleasant personality, be ambisports
tious,
have
minded,
grade 12 or better, 21 or older
and be bondable.
Call 753-5353
ask for
Donnie Tinsley
Mon.-Thurs.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

I.

MEP

NO•xpenence' $500-$900
weekly/poem ear processmg FHA more isibride
hours
Own
1-601416-004.1 tuft 389
21 hours
NORTH American Ad
proAgency needs he
cessing mail Earn up to $2
per envelops at home Free
information & supplies
Send SASE to NAAA
PO Box 6 Buchanan TN
38222
OFFICE manager needed
Must be willing to work with
unique people Previous
experience required Send
resume to Whit Publics
bons PO Box 1397 Mur
ray KY 42071 or call
753-4297

EASY WORK, EXCELLENT PAY' Assemble pro
ducts at home Cat toll free
1 800-467 5566 ext 8347
ACCEPTING applications
for light industrial positrons
Apply in person lolurray
Employment Office. 1210
Johnson Blvd Murray. KY

PREFERRED caper
toenced cook For information send inquires to P 0
Box 1040 F, Murray. KY
42071

SOMEONE to sit with Alz
hearers patent Must be
able to Ilk Call 759-4077
or 759-9713

CUB Scouts at East
Elementary need a driver
with a truck to take a load of
newspapers in our 45ft
trailer to Dublin Georgia or
Springfield, KY Call
436 5888
bETECTIVE-PRIVATE In
fresbgator trainee Part/full
time
male•female,
602 329 1898

It

LOCAL WOW health com
pany has full-Wee earwig
tor person to fie dewy tor
medical equipment & re
Id supplies kw tilleSicsre
Medicaida envoi, new
*nu Computer expert
once required Send re
sums to PO Box 1010-H
Murray KY 42071

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope tor Ors ki
Sire and re* to get a solo
career,We hem 22 JOB
operwigs for people 16 feu
21 fiat are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Free days a week
between II 00arn 3 00prn
This prowl a lunded by
Ow Job Training Panne(
ship Ad through the Ken
tacky Department tor Em
doomed Services and tie
West Kentucky Pnvais In
dusty Counol This is an
Equal Opportunity prog
ram Auxiliary aids and sof
YIC4116 are available upon
request to individuals with
disablities
EARN up 10 glom weekly
processing mail Start now
no experience free supplies tree intormation, no
obication Send SASE to
Ufeorne Dept 28, PO Box
30 Bangs. Tx 76823

3 Job
Openings

&dim
hi We

iit
vn

LJJ

SONIC Drive-In, Murray s
now accepting applications
for day cook Apply in person between 9am 5pm
Mon Fri

PRECIOUS Moments
Childcare in Coldwater
have vacancy tor children
this summer State certified
CPR & testae Lots of toys,
love attention & fun
Weekends & 2nd shift also
14yrs experience
4.89-2699
MATURE. minimum 2yrs
experience lumber yard &
delivery experience Apply
in person Treas Lumber.
Murray

TAXING APPLICATIONS
Starting Thursday, April 21, 1994 • 9 a.m.3:30 p.m. New company considering location
in Murray, Kentucky. Assembly work, can
view video of production.
•Medical Insurance
'Paid Incentive Program
'Air Conditioned Facility
If you are interested in joining a quality
company, contact the Job Service of Kentucky, 1210 Johnson Blvd., Murray, Ky.
42071 (502) 753-0977.
Equal Employment Opportunity Employer

WE are looking for fullbme
sales associates Must be
able to meet the public
Must have an outstanding
personality positive an,
tude and enpoy sales Must
be flexible to work 96 Mon
Sat throughout the year
Must apply in person by
10am daily No phone calls
please Corn-Austin, Mur
ray, KY location
WILDLIFE ,
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens security,
maintenance etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
info call 219-794 0010 eat
7159, filam 9pm 7 days
070
Domestic
& Childcars
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
perienced references Call
Linda 759-9553
"CPR Certified Loving
mother of 2 will tusbysit for
you 753-1197
MOTHER will babysa in
my home Call 759-9236
SOMEONE to live-in with
and care for elderly lady full
or part-time Send salary
requirements & resume to
PO Box 1040 X, Murray

Business on
a Budget?

WILL keep
753-7319

children

WILL stay with elderly full or
part-time Experience & references 753-6170

Call 753-1916 for details.

11

87

090

Murray Transportation Service

Position
Wanted

Murray's Newest Truck Service Dedicated To The
Owner Operator's Or Fleet Accounts
Services Offered Quarterly Fuel Tax Reporting
(Individual or Fleet)• Fuel Decals Ordered • Payroll
Services • Insurance Claims Handed For You • Can
Obtain Cargo & Liability Insurance For You • Logs
Maintained For D 0 T Inspections • Safety Compliance Files Maintained In Compliance With D 0 T
Regulabons • Forms 2290(Heavy Vehicle Road Tax
Filed) • License Plates Ordered • I C C Authority
Applied For Bill of Ladings Billed For You
Whatever your paper work needs are we can help
For more Information please call 502-7534084.

75
98
65
26
12
14
98
30
75
80
22
84
05

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew,
Country Square, 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981
SEWING ?obis wanted, including formal wear
753-1061
100
Business
Opportunity
PARADISE SNOW
Franchise for sale in Murray Building & all equipment 442-4758
120

Every Tuesday Plight at 7:00

77
68

Computers

iDoors open at 6.00)

IBM PC-XT 10mg hard
drive 5/.
''loopy 31, external, $275 obo 753-6724
after 5pm

Knights of Columbus Hall

69
04
92
31

KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to SA
Hai• Road right on Sq Hall Road 1/4 TIN
OPEN TO ME PUBLIC

753-0466

77
26
87
65
66
59

41
4ta.\
‘‘' 1: ?0•
'-•:--",-k
.
,
•---0/

60
59
63
20
34
22
32
.04
25
32
12
44
79
30
08
37
45

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

IdA

Murray

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

SOUTHERN
SATELLITE

CASH for mobile home
tees & axles 436-2578,
901-644-0679

'Satellite Systems
'Sales 'Service Parts
'Service Alter The Sale
'Systems Starting At 1,299
'Serving West Kentucky
Since 1984

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray

DISCOUNT PRICES ON SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

DEPENDABLE outboard
M0101 40-60hp 753 8550
cash paid, call anytime

For More Information Call:
(502) 753-3107

WANT to buy: antique fur
retire glassware & china 1
piece or houseful! Call
492-8128 between
100/1-4 30pm

C & C Nursery
The

WINDOW air conditioners,
working or not 753-5958

Perennial beds ram speci:i11V.
Wealsorlolandscaning, mulchseeding ;111(1
ing.
levelingvards and tractor work.

37
.06
08

150

Ames.
For Sale
1 UFT chair. brown nougehyde. holds 300Iba. Paid
$975. want $600 firm Excellent condition Call
436-5596 after 6pm

Cyndi & Charlie Turnbow
t r.

JO walk behind oommer
cael mower Hydrostatic
&We 14hp Karamaki en
gins. tow hours. areas
catcher subst, $2.100 obo
753-3213 Can be seen at
Warner Menai Clinic
LADIES watch, small wedding dress king waterbed
set, 2*Swirl Irail9f king bed
spread curtain set
753-0789
NEW 6.000 BTU window
a/c unit. $300 obo 19in
Zenith color tv $125 eves
436-5505
NEW metal siding & roof
✓ig Cover 36' cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvaiunie Secondary
if available Potable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489-2724
SUN tanning beds new &
used Financing available
Parts service & supplies
Call Sonny Hooks
or
753-9274.
1 800-540-9790

Appkinese
MAYTAG washer
Cat 753-6395

$125

LIKE new hide a-bed
couch for sale Cal
759-9250 after 5pm
QUEEN size waterbed
mattress,6 second motion,
excellent condition $75
435-4140

753-2993

1im
I 11slas bus
124374148
EXTRA clean. 10X50 2br
one owner, see lo appreo
ate. 52,2C0 Ca 435-4305
LAKELAND Quality
Homes Benton, KY 1994
28X48 $26,995 1994
16X80 $18995 1994
16X60 $15995 1994
14X68 $14 995 1994
14X56 $11,995 Lakeland
Quality Homes 6.41 2 males
North of Benton. Jack
Thompson 502-527-5253
OUR pledge to you If you
compare quality. insulation,
options and set-up,you enl
find that we have the very
best value for your housing
dollar', Dinkins Mobile
Homes Inc Hwy 79E
Pans. TN 1 800-642 4891
260
Mobas
WNW For Rent
1991 BUCCANEER for
sale or rent 2br, 1 large
bath with garden tub extra
nice & dean Located in
Dexter 474 8216 before
Spin
2BR $150/mo plus depo
sit, references 753 6012
2BR Grogan s Trailer Park
Appliances & water turn
Coleman RE
ished
753-9898
2BR in Hazel 492 8526
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking d*
tance to college 753 5209
285

WATERBED for sale
759-4490

Mobile
Homo Lots For Rant

2BR dupe's appliances
wd hook up fenced
back yard water utility
central air 6420filo Depo
sat security Call 492 8393

in

2BR upstairs apartment
$250/mo plus deposit tor 2
people Water & garbage
paid tar Call 753 8355 be
Posen Ilam 5pm
38R, 2 bath low utilities
with garage $550mo
753 3243 after 6pm
38R townhouse 1', baths
deck ceiling fans tool
shed all appliances includ
wig washer & dryer New
vinyl floor & paint Free
lawn care Coleman Realty
753-9898
CLEAN CUTE LARGE 2br
brick duplex Dishwasher
washer dryer included
Central Iva Available im
mediatety Great neighbor
hood No pets deposit
lease $390mo 753 8734
EMBASSY 2br central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

REGISTERED Pointer Bird
dogs 7wks vrorm•ci
75-354.4

NEW duties 2br 2 bat 218R near university op
garage and ueley room Pr, pilances furnished
No pets
vacy deck with all ap $350 mo
753 4181 or 4892181
d
pittances furnished &
hook up $475ano anSi de
2BR nause near downtown
posit and 1 year lees* filo Murray $325- mo Was* re
pets Located at 1813 quitted 7534109
Ridgewood 753 5524
days 435 4235 nights

Yard, Moving
Sale Inside

NEWLY constructed 201
near MSU $400 mo Cal
753 0472

300 S. 6th
Sat., Mon., Tues.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

BRAKES for rent Pro Two
or vinyl siding 436 2701

NEW large duplex 2 full
baths gas heat in private
area lease & deposit
$500mo No pets, Days
nights
753 1155
753 1623

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
DINS behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759 4081

NICE duplex 2br central
h a appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753 2905

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
mg Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calks please Equal
Housing Opportunity

STORAGE trailers for rent
753 7888

FURNISHED apts renting
now Available in May No
pets Also sleeping rooms
Apts
Zimmerman
753 6609
LARGE duplex in private
area Central air gas heat
all appliances available
May 1 $450mo lease plus
No pets
deposit
759-1087

SUMMERS coming beautiful lake duplex boat ramp
each 2br wd hook up,
15min from Murray Top
$350 mo bottom $275 rho
527 9639

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du
plex appliances furnished
central gas heat & air
$475 mo 1 mo deposit 1
yr lease No pets Call
753 2905

jewelry,
Furniture
books, art, frames
tapes, antiques. Fu
ton, appliances, coljewelry
lectibles,
business equipment
everything must go

370
Livestock
& &voiles

3 WOODED lots on N 1611'
and Coles Campgound
$20 000 all
road
753 7975

ANGUS Chinina cross het
ers 489 2989

58 ACRES prime develop
merit property southwest of
Murray Will break acreage
up Must sell' 759 9247
AKC Siberian Huskies
grey & white black & white
blue eyes Price reduced
only 3 left 753 8809

62 ACRES on E Stateline
Rd Hazel Beautiful build
ing site 759 1588
FOR sale by owner 30
acres more or less Located
7 miles East of Murray on
Hwy 94 Call 753 7228 or
753 2909

AKC Yorlue male puppies
for sale • Call 474 2131
evenings -AVA'S Aviary, 515S 7th St
759 4119 Hours Evenings
after 6 30 Sat 1 30 6pm
Sun 12nnon Spin Birds
seed & accessories

FOR sale New brick 4 pie,
apartments extra nice call
753 3966 after 5pm
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
PEG S Dog Grooming
753 2915

SMALL 3br house 1603
Olive, Murray 492 8225

MASSEY Ferguson, super
90. 80hp, cliesel. excellent
condition, $3.450 Call
753-8612
200
Sports
Equipment
1997 ELECTRIC club car
golf cart with charger, excellent condition, $1,100
753-0913
POOL table 4X8 Schmidt,
slate, recently recovered,
$800 753-945G leave
message

Dial-A-Service
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612
800 2200S0 ft
RE 753-9898

You Can Advertise Here For
5.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

41111111/

Coleman

DIAL — 753-1916

HARD to believe that office
space on the court square_
in downtown Murray a affordable & available but a
is & Debbie can tell you all
about it Call 753-1266

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

c.iii

CAMP

Mort
k •.
'
f I:

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

FUTURE Music Studios
For alt your musical needs
call 753-6768
John
PIANO tuning
Gottschalk, 753-9600
250
Business
Services
K T I and Associates offering a full line of investtgabve
services Bel Air Center
753-3868 or 436-6099
270
Mob*
Homes For Sale
10X50, 2br baiter for sale.
$1,500 obo Call 382-2846
12X60 2br, ved hook-up,
central a/c, gas heat, deck
completely remodeled,
nice, $4,700 753-5164
1985 28X44 DOUBLEWIDE 3br, 2 bath. 2 large
decks all appliances in
ducted, extra nice, $19.500
obo Lot can be rented
436-2515 or 753-6567
1985 BUCCANEER 14X70
2br, 2 bath. central hie
753-4454
1985 BUCCANEER 14X72
2br, VA bath, central
electric heat & air, double
flooring & insulation, carport, outbuilding Located
at H-7 Coach Estates Reduced' 759-4453
1 99 1 BUCCANEER
16X80 Vinyl sided, shingle
roof, 3br, 2 full baths, large
utility room. stove. refrigerator dish washer 8X8
treated deck. 9X 10 storage
building, landscaped. con
dela driveway, warranty.
many extras, $25,000
Must sell' 759-4732
1994 14X60 2br 1 bath
Must be moved' Call
753-4633 leave message
24X56 DOUBLEWIDE
3br, 2 bath, SerVICEI pole
$12,000 obo 474-8349
2BR, furnished & carpeted
on 3 lots Well & septic
system Reduced Wilson
Realty, 302 S 12th
753-3263
BY owner 26X70. 3br, den
with fireplace, 2 full baths
central Wit large front &
back covered porches 2
acre lot 3 moles South of
Murray 24X24 shop
753 6962

12,3130 apts Furnished,
very nice near MSU No
753 1 25 2
pets
clays 753-0606 after 5pm

,

Poison Control (rip .
753-7588
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Sept i.- Tank., Sewers A Hauling

759-4685

Commercial Waste
8-a ,. ,...., Disposal
Z
i11:,., ..4 All Types of Befulie Service
•rieree

1 ROOM efficency apartment, $200/mo Available
now 1602 Olive partial utilColeman RE,
ities
753-9898

=J18

ALPHA BUILDERS
489-2303

1-800-585-6033

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer

Chiropractor
Call for an

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Lou V. McGary

,

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

1

appointment

753-2962

753-6952
INSURANCE

2BR 1 bath duplex central
gas hia wid hook up like
new, appliances furnished,
$400/mo Imo deposit
4354480 or 436-5725

41.

Remodeling, garages, decks, porche•, concrete
work. chain link fences Home maintenance

Ctt 1 1 ow ay Co. Fire
.
,,-J cl u Et cl
a ir-bau u ,

28R 14 bath townhouse,
new, spacious All appliances furnished including washer & dryer Call
753-1614

2BR townhouse, new, spa
mut.at appliances including washer & dryer
753,4573

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
.Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding"

Bud Stewart, Route Manager

1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753-9898

2BR duplex unfurnished
with utilities No pets
$275/mo & deposit
750-1888 No calls after
7prn

4 •.••

' 1 1--

(502) 435-4699

KY

Doors Wraows Don' Ttac., & frotieys ano 1-sulaton
gs
to, Me!a• 8,. cl,
0" -ii '••-•. • 489 272?
FiXterviortn Ho hey 2'+9•
. •:.,'i 27:'4
Many KY 42071

Call Us Anytinie

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

1 bedroom nicely
furnished apt. near
MSU. Water & garpickup
bage
furnished.
753-4682 or 753-5870

.;
ser,s fy,inn
E,..,..,(:

Murray,

1BR on North 4th deposit
No pets $185/mo
753-8848 before 9prn

2BR apartments for rent
Summer terms available
Apartments available May
1 June 1 & immediately I
block from campus
$200/mo plus deposit Call
753-4249

RON HALL

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
- Central Healing & Cooing Service 6 Insta1tation
1

1BR near MSU appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

2BR 1 bath duplex Appliances furnished Central
gas heat, central air,
$425/mo 1 mo deposit, 1yr
lease, no pets 753-2905

"..t.,.•

•.0... • .,
808 Coldwater Pd, Murray. KY • 759-1835

MURRAY 753-9224

1BR apartment, utilities included, rent based on income Elderly, handicap &
disabled Equal Housing
O pportunity
502-354-8888

2BR 1 bath duplex, garage
with automatic door
opener, dish washer, garbage disposal. w/d hookup central h/a, $450/mo
lyr lease Day 753 7688,
nights 759 4703

4'••A ' •,

LiC4,0‘.4.•1 2S 1Wsurt•(1
James C. Gallimore, Owner

7 Days Per Week

210

rifrtric

commeh:.di & R..,..der,:,di •

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medi
care does not pay. 5676 on part A; S100 on Part 8
Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

762-1100
RANDY THORNTON
COMPANY, INC.
Heating & Cooling

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
,

Boat Dock Building & Repair
Remove Delapidated Docks And Other Structures
Small Crane Barge • Rip Rap From Barge
Boat Lifts • Boat Mounted Pile Driver
Jim 1.4cl•sery, Routs 5 Box 244AA Rerun, KY 42025
(502)3544363

cARRoLus

Western Kentucky
for Over 57 Years"

'Serving

TRANE
it: Ila.TI r..• ,. I I- •

802 Chestnut Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-8181

Wi-,0 OW ay to Start the Week"

Garden Tilling • Grader Blade Work
Bushhogging Lots
Phone
(502) 492 8622
GERALD CARROLL

Custom

—

Dial Now —

4dvertise here!

'

Purchase Area Communications

SS SEPin

l of Murray
Div of Phone Caa
Residential
cOMMEINal
Al.EXANDEltij iii ri i V
-arm %toys .
-Telephone Systems
-Caller I D
•Intercom Systems
•Phone Jacks
1/"
111.
Oa
/
-Paging Systems
-Telephones
-1111 . CI
ga
lnb On Hold • Voice Mail
Fax Machines
Ilt 909 JOHNNY ROBERSON ROAD
Any Type 01 Business Communication
MURRAY, KY 42071 • (502)753-5933
No Job Is Too Big Or Too Small, We Can Do It All

4

753-0342

•••••

egi

ea

Cl)

_

fr..••,••••••••••••

4.1. -•••

•

411

Pia
11 Supplies

PET owner duplex avail
able in country June 1 7mi
from campus Female
dogs large breed only
$360 mo water & garbage
paid Call 753 8607 7Th,
762 1151 M F after 8pm

NEW apartments for rent
Townhouse style 1, bath
2br, kitchen appliances
ice maker & built in micro
wave wed hook up Call
753 3966 after 5pm or
753 7435 days

.

MOBILE home lots for rent
492-8488

WILL do babysitting in my
home Have references.
121 South 753-2171

Run this 2x2 consistency od in Classifiedsevery day,including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advance).

03
26

BOGARD tuctung and ex
cavaing. rip We haul top
soil gravel. WI dii't items
rock, np rap 759 1828

11

1994

16

Apereiteala
For Rent

Aprieemeas
Fat Neat

Now Per Sas

APRIL

• 5

trt:

*711111
11WP

M.1•••••••••••••••••••
.
- 1

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Sid
SONO

Neese
Pm We

NEW duplex for sale Can+
bridge Estates Gene
Steely 7536159

REDUCED' 5 nuke front
Hazel KY en Duque TN
mile South of Puryear
Elementary School 10
acxes 3te 1v. bath brick
gas central Na. kreplece
with insert ri property
fenced with barn, pond
24X24 shop, extra lot vein
water, sewer & electric
Low 70s Serious inquires
only 9012475475 after
5con

1408ERTS Rearm CMloeay County $ oldest and
most reliable reel estate
+vend, For al your reel
oistate needs cal them today at 753 1651, Syca
rnore mid 12th St

I7=e
howl,

1982 PONTIAC Phoenix
2dr begs good wiali car
Call D•bbi•
$500
7531286
1983 DODGE Charger,
needs tens work 5 speed
4cyc. 2dir *ter mitt maroon manor Call 489 2609
abet flpm
1984 CELICA Sap Good
condition Call 753 8788 at
ter 5pm
1984 DODGE Daytona
needs little work Sip,
turbo, $1,000 obo
753-6329

1986 SUZUKI quad sport
230 with reverse Needs
work, $650 obo Call
759-4476

3 LOTS in East Y Subckviran. approximately 1 acre
58,500 Call 753-8274
CORNER lot in Canterbury
Estate Priced to sell
753-3110 after 5pm
450
Fares
For Sale

1989 YAMAHA Blaster
4-wheeler, excellent condition, tow mileage garage
kept $1,250
Call
489 2189

1985 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVile local good condition, new tires. 55,XXX ac
WM miles. $6,000 Call
753-4801
1985 NISSAN Pulsar, good
condition, good mileage
753-7597

1985 OLDS Delta 98 fully
loaded,grey with grey inter
DIRT bike, 1993 RM125, or, sunroof, 38 liter, adr
excellent condition, great Call 489-2956 after 5pm
woods be, $1,100 obo
1985 RENAULT Encore
753-0084 after 6pm
Good motor, new BIBS
Needs some work, $450
.190
Call 492-8139
Used
Cars
1986 RED Mercedes 1900
Cal 759-9764 after 6pm
1977 CAMARO, good 350
engine, mag wheels, needs 1987 DODGE Shadow,
work $550 753-2157
$1,500 obo 437-4742

It 46 ACRES East of Murray woods level pasture, 1977 PLYMOUTH Fury.
8950 terms 759-1922
excellent condition, $800
firm 753-4305, 753-8238

1967 WHITE Camero V-6,
28 motor, new Ores adult
driven, extra nice, $3,500
obo 474-8216 before 5pm

Homes
For Sale
304 OLIVE Blvd Excellit Blvd location, 2 story
rokmal with columns LA,
formal dining library, large
tachen with island & panty large family room with
treplace, Sbr, 2 full, 2/,
laths, utility room, patio. 2
car garage Price reduced'
Call for spat 753-7689
I''3br, 1 bath, central gas
1.4, carport. 753-0859
flays, 753-5214 evenings

:-

.

2'4 baths, plenty of
closets. gas central h/a
carpet, large rooms with
ceiling fans, located on
• lege corner lot with plenty
of trees in Kirskey Area, lyr
c Id Call for appointment.
Z89-2520.

EY owner, 2400sq tt Southeast of Murray 1850sq ft of
country Irving space 2story
barn style on 3 acres. 2 car
garage, concrete driveway,
2 private decks,3 or 4brs,3
full baths, laundry room,
c.intral ha Call 492-8208

Authorized
BRIGGS & sisArToN
ind KOHLER
Sew= Case

iirisaptic

Across

from Southern States

101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
BCS Tillers
Also Repair Work
Kevin Lamb
Richard Lamb

753-2925

WOOD WORKS
e8i8P6
502-382-2306 Ph. & Fax
We accept MasterCard & Visa

,A11\ BLUEGRASS
tAK., ,

LAWN MAINTENANCE
Mowing • Trimming
Hedging • Edging

When you want quality lawn care
Business & Residential Lawns

Call

Ask about
Sr Citizens
Discounts

759- 1588

flee
Estimates

PS
CUSTOS KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOW WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

HOME for sale by owner
753-6236
HOUSE. in Murray, 4br, 2
baths, LA, eat-in kitchen,
k ts of storage lyr lease,
deposit $475, rent
$475/mo Call 442-3015
have message
h EW 3br, 2 bath with whinpxil tub, cathedral ceiling
tr living room &
large kitchen. 2 car garage
N 16th across from Sultvans Golf Course Call
432-8873 or 492-8238 from
6 10pm evenings
NEW home on 2 acres near
Barkley Lodge $59,500,
country cottage type, 2
baths, 3br, great buy Tripp
Williams, builder 8 broker
753-0563
SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath,
th great flowing lay out,
b-autiful kitchen breakfast
n um, seperate dining
rcom Lots of extras. country club view Call for your
appointment today
7"-,3 2905

and

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And See Our Showwum •
400 Sunbury • Murray (Behind Bunny Broad)
753-5940

elThA-k

qot., William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages. pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

474-8267

RON HALL

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC,Inc.
Central Heating S Cooling Service if lnstallaDon
Electrical Service S Installabon
Licensed Gas Merchant

PICIP
Abs-sigki.
Murray, KY

(502) 435-4699

GUPTON'S

.
4.1ArN
CARE
Complete Lawn Cars & Bush Hogging

eks-e

PAINTING
interior & ExIenor
Sheetrock Repairs
Twee Ceilings
rn Eisi Son
Ralph Worley

1989 DODGE Dayions ES
haidiback. 1 tops. loaded
753-2967

GENERAL Repay mum&
mg roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding pant
wig Free estimates 18
?ars experience Local reforename 436-2701

plus. Sap, pis, p/b. air. 2600
engine, blue/green,
$4,200 474-8216

1988 COACHMAN, 5th
wheel, 3511, a/c, selfcontained, beautiful,
$12,900 Ford dually truck
can also be available
759-1300
27FT Monitor travel trailer,
roof air, awning, new tires
new water pump, rear bed,
full bath, $3,500 firm
492-8425
FOR sale 1982 27ft sett
contained Alp-Aly camper,
Good condition, new awntrig in 1991. $6,500 obo
Call 502-753 8284

520
Boats
& Motors
14FT Polar K•att 28HP
Mariner motor, 284b thrus
Minn Kota trolling motor
Sureride trailer $2100 firm
Call 753-6491
1986 24FT Playboy Pon
toon 70HP Johnson motor
with new pontoon trailer
$4500 4.35 4237
23FT Century Cabin
Cruiser, 350 Chevrolet engine Tandorn axle trailer,
3-tone blue and white Perfect condition Asking
$6500 435-4237

BRENT ALLEN septic tank
repair, replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways, hauling foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE Service complete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Masonry Phone 492 8516,
pager 762 7221
BEST rates for lawns
mowed 753-6986
BIG Maintenance, lawn
care, light hauling & landscaping Free estimates
Ask for Bill 759-4490
BILL'S Window Cleaning.
Back to help with your
Spring
cleaning
Residential'Commercial
753 5934

CONTRACT BRIDGE

LIGHT hauling tree trimming and removal Call
753-2320, leave message

Famous Hand

L&J lawn care Total lawn
and cemetery care garden
breaking No yob too small
Free estimates call
436-5041 or 436-2296
MULCH delivered Murray
436-5560
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
RESIDENTIAL Roofing
Guaranteed work at reasonable rates Free estimates 25yrs experience
Repairs on old roof or new
construction Call Rick
753-6566 or Mic.
753-7864
RILEY remodeling and
construction 489-2907

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753 4591

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

C&C Remodeling Co Addi
tions decks roofing paint
Ing electric:sal vinyl siding
and all horne repair Free
estimates 354 8275
CHIN Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

24FT home-made pontoon
& trailer, 40hp motor,
COE'S General Repair
$1,000 436-2278
Electrical, carpentry and
USED boats motors, trail- drywall 492-8403
ers & salvage parts for sale
custom
Boat & motor repair Al COUNTERTOPS.
work & parts guaranteed Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery. Murray
Wayne Darnell Marine Re436-5560
pair, Hwy 121 S
502-436-5464
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and set
vice
Call Gary at
759-4754
1 1 1 1 A Hauling, moving,
clean-up, odd lobs, tree
trimming, tree removal,
mulch hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb
436-5744

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

BOBS Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed
753-1134 or
.436-5832.

CARPORTS tor cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
D & D Lawn Care Free
estimates 489-2296

1 1 1 A all around mowing, DECK Masters Reasonrates tor quality work
trimming, hauling Mark able
For your free estimates call.
436-2528
Rick, 753-6566 or Mic,
1 1 1 A Hauling, tree trim- 753-7864
ming, tree removal, dean
wig out sheds, attics, & odd DRYWALL, finishing, reand blowjobs Free estimates pairs, additions
ing ceilings 753-4761
436-2102 Luke Lamb
Hall
Al Al Al Joe's mowing ELECTRICAL-Ron
Heating, Cooling & Electric.
mulching, raking, tree reand inmoval Free estimates Inc Service, sales
stallation (502) 435-4699.
436-2867
435-4327
Al. AL'S hauling, yard
wall
work, tree removal, mow- EXPERIENCED dry
finishing References availing. Free estimates
able 436-2060
759-1683
GARDENS TILLED FOR
Al TREE Service Stump
SPRING PLANTING! Speremoval and spraying Free
cializing in hard to get to
estimates 753-0906 after
areas Small or large gar5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
dens done Schedule early
ADDITIONS, garages, new for prompt service Call
homes, sun rooms, wood & Rick day 759-9557, night
753-2165 for a free
metal studs Tnpp
estimate
builder 753-0563

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval Gutter Co.
753-6433

Need
Extra
Cash?
Your Ad Could
Be Here...
Clean out your

closets, basement or
garage Advertise these
"no boas( needed*
items in tie classifieds.

753-1916
SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674.
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759-4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaning.
servicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn.; 763-0530.
WALKER'S cut & trim Free
estimates 436-2784
WANTED yards to mow,
odd fobs, gutters to dean
Reasonable rates, free estimates Call 753-9048 All
work guaranteed
WINDOW & door repair &
installation 753-2330

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

FREE
ESTIMATE!

rates s trUndly setvics...

Call 489-21590

MasterCard

Call Us Today!

disturbed for many years, looking
much as it did when the Mssissippian Indians lived in the area a
thousand years ago. Once it is
completed, visitors will be able to
learn first-hand about the wild
foods, medicinal plants, and other
natural resources which were once
important for daily life.
"It will really help visitors understand the relationship between people and the environment, and add a
whole new dimension to what we
can teach and learn about our area's
earliest history," said Engen.
Work on the trail began on
Saturday, April 9, and weather
permiumg, will continue on Saturday. April 16. Jones said he hopes
to have most of the project done by
May. Westvaco is donating bark
chips for the trail and Ash Duncan,a
recreation major at Murray State
University, helped with the design
and will be writing the trail's educational signs. Still, the success of the
project is due to the scouts and their
young foreman, who will be devoting their time and efforts to improving an educational facility in their
community, Engen said.

KY 436 5560

Experlienoied • Drepeindabler
For the INNS

New half-mile hiking trail under
construction at Wickliffe Mounds

Boy Scout Troop 66 and Eagle
Scout candidate Rodney Jones, son
436-5625
1991 EAGLE Summit low
of Debra and Butch Jones of rural
mileage excellent cords
ALL around yard work. GUPTON6 S LAWN Wickliffe, are helping to construct a
bon 474 8384
Mowing hauling odd yobs
CARE Lowest rates, best half-mile hiking trail, a much
1992 EAGLE Talon
trimming 437 4703
care free estimates
needed addition to Murray State
loaded 753 8613 after
4892560
University's Wickliffe Mounds ReCarpen
ALPHA
Builders
5 30pm
try remodeling porches
HADAWAY Construction
search Center.
GRADUATION 1988 VW roofing concrete drive
Remodeling vinyl siding,
"We're really excited about this
vinyl replacement win
Cabriolet convertible vitae ways painting mainte
project," said Rie Engen, assistant
white 79 XXX miles mc
name etc Free estimates
dows vinyl flooring
director. "It's an improvement to
pa, lot, new top asking 489 2303
436 2052
our site that is frequently requested
$8,000 502 365 7849
ANTENNA Repair arid in
HANDY man services of
by visitors, but with a small staff and
RED 1965 Nissan Sentra stallabon Replace or install
Maxi carpentry, eiectn
budget there was no way we could
stasonwagon 4cIt air am quality Channel Master anclan, yard work. parting
do
it without the help of these scouts
tm, excellent condition Call Iennais rotors and amoketc 7591449
hers Beasley s Antenna
750-9138
and their leaders."
HEATING Ron Hall Heat
Service
Buchanan
The troop is based in Barlow,and
901-642-4077
ing, Cooling and Electric sponsored by the United Methodist
Co Service unit replaceMen's Club. Members of the troop
ANTIQUE refinishing fur
ment and complete in6lall
are all from the local area, and
niture repair 8 custom Don Licensed gas installer
1988 RANGER, blue w/ woodworking 753-8056
Phone 435-4699
familiar with the Wickliffe Mounds
striping, chrome rims, sunand its educational efforts.
APPLIANCE
REPAIRS
roof, bedliner, envfm cas
JIM'S Garden Service
Factory trained by 3 maim Gardens- breaking, dosTo qualify for the rank of Eagle
settle excellent condition
52,XXX moles lAust sell, manufacturers All work lung. tiling Lawns-seeding Scout, boys must organize and
and parts warranted Ask & fertilizing new or existing
$5,400 negotiable
complete a project that will benefit
474-2272 Ask for Keith or for Andy at The Appliance Blade work & bush - the community. Jones chose to help
Works. 753-2455
hogging Reasonable
leave message
add the mail to Wickliffe Mounds,
rates 753-3413
APPLIANCE
SERVICE
1991 S 10 BLAZER, 4dr.
which is visited by many of the
Kenmore, Westinghouse. KITCHEN CABINET RE4wd, loaded, $13,750
area's
school classes and attracts
Days 753-5524, nights Whirlpool 30. years ex- FACING Make your old
pe r en ce
BOBBY new again with Formica Al thousands of tourists each year.
753-6854
HOPPER. 436-5848
The trail will extend into a beauticolors free estimates
1992 MAZDA piu, LES, cab
Wulff's Recovery Murray. ful piece of woods that has not been
BACKHOE SERVICE

GALAX! topper for lwb
truck. Cheap' 753-8957

want to help you with
of your sign needs!

lialleorkes

Services
Offered

19118 MAZDA AX?, 10r.
any *claw only 1500
made 437 4002 after 5pm

1977 AIR Stream $7,000
436-2883

Custom Woodworking

EY owner Canterbury
beautiful large, 4br, 2 bath
tr.-level, breakfast room,
formal dining room large
Teat room, new gas pac.
now carpet, extra large
master bedroom with sops-ate all mirrored dressing
room built-in bookshelves,
irony wallpaper, beautift
landscaped corner lot
ktany special features Priced to sea 759-4155

1994

Campers

Lamb's Small Engine

EY owner 2yr old 2 story
trick home. 3-4br, 2 baths,
iccuzzi, gas fireplace, walker. closets, deck, proles'sionally landscaped
Southwest Villa, Call
753-1007 for appointment.
EY owner: 3,300+ sq. ft in
Canterbury. Lot and a half
with lots of trees 8 beautiful
fenced in ground swimming
pool House has 4 or Sbr, It,
dr huge kitchen & breaktact room FR w/buitt in
b_iokcases & wood burning
Ceplace, 3 baths & many
plus size closets
753 2410

18

510

r BR 2Irving room,2 baths,
carage, 1 5 acres, 1991
c9,1011!Y.. }1 ,k., hofne lake__
%law property, $119,000. —We
any
Shown by appointment
436-5900.
BY OWNER.3br,
bath
brick ranch. Eall-in kitchen,
formal dining room, Being
ram, family room with 'A
tay window Central gas
teat 8 air, wall-to-wall carpet, ceiling tans tacuzzo,
14xl4ft storage bldg Lot
75x150. adiacient lot availebbe Walk to banks & shopping Priced to sell, mid
$70's. Call for appt.
753-4359.

APRIL

cos

. F uRNISHED cottages on
irge Kentudiy Lake lot for
9e or rent Exceptional
f,
02 474 2796

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision All city
utilities reduced $17.500
753-4873 alter 6pm

MONDAY

753-1916

East dealer.
double by Aa.
Both sides vulnerable.
Jansen led the heart eight, covered by the queen, king and ace. It
NORTH
Q 75
may appear that declarer has only
V Q 32
seven tricks — two spades, three
•A 4 2
hearts, a diamond and a club — but
Grotheim found the wa', pirk
Q 854
EAST
two additional tricks What',
WEST
* K 32
there was nothing the upponera...
+ 1096
V K 97 4
86
could do to stop him.
Grotheirn cashed the a..e ofclubs
•J 95 3
•K Q 6
at trick two, then led a second club
J 1097
•K 6
and played low from dummy.felling
SOUTH
East's king and establistrig
•A J 8
dummy's queen. This left Grotheim
V A J 105
only one trick short of his mark.
• 108 7
Westerhof did the hest he could
+A 32
by shifting to the diamond queen,
l'he bidding:
but Grotheim was in control. He
East
South West North
1V
Dble
ducked the queen and also the king
Pass
Pass
when East continued the suit, then
Pass
3 NT
won the third diamond with dummy's
Opening lead — eight of hearts.
This deal occurred in the final of ace.
Grotheim next finessed the jack
the 1993 World Team Championship. It demonstrates the caliber of of spades and continued with the
play one would expect to find at the jack ofhearts,queen ofclubs and ten
of hearts. Declarer then exited with
highest levels of the game.
North-South were Tarje Aa and the heart five.
Westerhof won with the nine but
Glen Grotheim of Norway, pitted
against Jan Weeterhof and Piet had only the K-4 of spades left. He
Jensen ofthe victorious Netherlands had no choice but to return a spade,
team. Grotheim became declarer at and Grotheim scored the lain two
three notrump after anopening heart tricks with the queen and ace of
bid by Westerhof and a balancing spades to make his game.
Tomorrow - Pinpoint bidding
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HOROSCOPES
CATHY
It ESDAY, APRIL 19. 1994
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
--HAPPY BIRTHDAYtIN THE"imide Peowe-stihe-totrexpiefaiot:
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A Romance could prove elusive; put
promising romantic relationship sur- certain social plans on hold.
vives a crisis. Your love is stronger
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): If
than ever! A financial situation will you feel unsure, postpone business
.how improvement in July. Travel negotiations or an important interfor business, not pleasure, in Sep- view until more data are available.
tember. Keep your job options open You need solid facts and figures. Do
while getting more organized at not be a fanatic about minor details.
work. Timely letters will bring betLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Work
ter results than last-minute phone diligently to cultivate your imaginacalls will. Welcome a new career tion and enlarge your vocabulary.
challenge early in 1995. It could be Completing pending projects takes
your ticket to the top.
precedence over launching new
CELEBRITIES BORN ON ones. If detail work bores you, try to
THIS DATE: baseball player delegate some of it.
Frank Viola Jr.. "Get Smart" star
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Don Adams,jewelry designer Palo- New developments will have you on
ma Picasso. movie actress Jayne pins and needles. Many view the
Mansfield.
future with apprehension. Turn your
ARIES (March 21-April 19): back on all who advocate extreme
Friends who are in the know share MCASUTes.
some confidential information with
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
you. It may keep you from going 21): Conflicting ambitions could disastray. Look for a tangible way to rupt the best of relationships. Do not
show your appreciation.
allow strangers to get wind of your
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): financial maneuvers. Managing a
When business profits slump, over- business with flair is your strong suit.
head must be pared to the bone.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Signs for a speedy recovery are not Adopting a more practical view of
promising. Hang in there! A new trends may lead you to change your
client or partner could be pan of the goals. Welcome both potential allies
picture. Show your reliability.
and suggestions from experts. An
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): Be unexpected visitor could send your
more realistic when handling money; spirits soaring!
avoid making silly loans or spending
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
foolishly. An older person offers You and a co-worker can come up
good advice; follow it to the letter!
with a successful plan or project
CANCER (June 2I-July 22): today. Begin action on it right away.
Something you need could appear Put selfish interests in the deep
from out of the blue. Your family freeze if you want romance to heat
benefits when you solve a personal up.
problem. Be tactful when expressing
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
yourself to someone who is very Strengthen existing ties. A stable,
sensitive. „
rewarding marriage is more imporLEO (July 23-Aug. 22): If an tant than ever. Couples who plan
ally or friend can be persuaded to and work together make the largest
act on your behalf, you could have it financial gains.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are courageous, forward-looking and determined to do right by those they love. Although these Aries have a good head
for business, they know that there is a lot more to life than material success.
Friendly and hospitable, they are experts at entertaining inexpensively. An
invitation to their casual but fun parties is always received with pleasure!
Naturally frugal, these Aries rarely have to fret about the hills. Something is
always tucked away for a rainy day.
'To order a Tv,tied and updated copy of haw Dixon's best-selling book "Vemenla Todas and Forever
Hoss Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan," send $5.95 plus S1 pottage and handltnig to
Dixon. do Andreas and McMeel. P.O Box 419242. Kansas City, Mo 64141 Make check* payable to
Andrews and McMcel.1
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MIMI? V.HISTORY

1,00KINI3 BACK

Teo yam ago
By The Associned Press
Secretary of Labor
Kentucky's
Today is Monday, April 18, the 108th day of 1994. There are 257
I. John Calhoun Wells visited
days left in the year.
Murray April 17 to open Kenin
History:
Highlight
Today's
tucky Occupational Safety and
On April 111. 1775. Paul Revere began his famous ride from CharHealth Training Conference at
lestown to Lexington. Mass., warning American colonists that the
Murray State Universary. While
British were coming.
in Murray, Wells chose to visit
On this date:
Vanderbilt Chemical.
In 1906, a devastating earthquake struck San Francisco, followed by
Local CASE Equipment Dealer
raging fires. About 700 people died.
McKeel has been honColeman
In 1921, Junior Achievement, created to encourage business skills
Case Co. for 50 years
1.1.
ored
by
in young people, was incorporated.
to
the company.
service
of
In 1923. the first game was played in Yankee Stadium. The YankCannon Parks who started his
ees defeated the Boston Red Sox, 4-1.
teacher career at Hazel in 1938
In 1945. war correspondent Ernie Pyle was killed by Japanese gunwill speak at a meeting of Hazel
fire on the Pacific island of le Shims, off Okinawa.
School Alumni Association
High
In 1946, the League of Nations went out of business.
on June 23 at Cafeteria of CalloIn 1949. the Irish republic was proclaimed.
way County High School.
In 1955, physicist Albert Einstein died in Princeton. NJ.
Births reported include a boy
In 1956, actress Grace Kelly married Prince Rainier of Monaco in a
to Mr. and Mrs. Shea Sykes,
civil ceremony. (A church wedding took place the next day.)
April 8:
In 1978, the U.S. Senate voted 68-32 to turn the Panama Canal over
Murray High School Tigers
to Panamanian control on December 31. 1999.
won the Owensboro Spring Break
In 1980. Zimbabwe Rhodesia became the independent nation of
Baseball Tournament.
Zimbabwe.
In 1983. 62 people, including 17 Americans. were killed at the U.S.
Embassy in Beirut. Lebanon, by a suicide bomber.
DEAR ABBY: Each year, the
Ten years ago: Two unarmed U.S. Army helicopters, one of them
month of April is designated as
carrying two American senators, made forced landings after coming
National Child Abuse Prevention
under fire on a flight over Honduras near the border with El Salvador.
Month. During April, communities
Five years ago: Thousands of Chinese students demanding demothroughout the country celebrate
cracy tried to storm Communist Party headquarters in Beijing.
children and families with unique
One year ago: The government of Bosnia-Herzegovina agreed to a
and educational special events,
truce, effectively relinquishing besieged Srebrenica. Meanwhile, Bosranging from poster art to town
nian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic threatened to boycott further U.N. • meetings and special programs
peace talks if tougher U.N. sanctions against Yugoslavia went into - sponsored by schools and churches.
The goal of Child Abuse Prevention
effect as scheduled.
Month is to raise the public's awareToday's Birthdays: Movie composer Miklos Rozsa is 87. Actress
ness of child abuse and neglect and
Barbara Hale is 72. Actor Clive Rcvill is 64. Actor Robert Hooks is
to promote positive interaction
57. Actress Hayley Mills is 48. Actor James Woods is 47.
between parents and children.
Thought for Today: "Love has the quality of informing almost
The National Committee to Preeverything - even one's work." - Sylvia Ashton-Warner, New Zealander author and educator (1908-1984).

Twenty yew Igo
The engineering and planless
firm of Barge, Waggoner. Sumner and Lannon, hired by Murray
City Council and Calloway County Fiscal Court to develop a master plan for the new city-county
park and recreational facility on
recently acquired site north of the
city, made the firm's initial visit
to the city and county on April

Ross, April 3; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. A.B. Futrell Jr., April 4.
Thirty years ago
The Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club has received
the annual award of Kentucky
Public Health Association for the
organization in the state which
makes the greatest contribution to
public health during the year at
the annual meeting at Louisville.
The Department received the
award for sponsoring a Pap
Smear Clinic here in which 868
women participated.
Calloway County Sheriff
Woodrow Rickman has advertised the delinquent tax payers'

12.

Quinten Fannin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Talmadge Fannin, has been
named as Most Outstanding
Senior by the faculty of Calloway
County High School. Karen
Crick, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clayborne Crick, and Robert
Allen, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.T.
Allen, have been named as Best
All-Around Senior Girl and Boy.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. John Mahan and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie

DEAR ABBY
Set a good example; never raise
your voice, or your hand, in anger.
7. Contact your local radio and
television stations to request that
public service announcements be
used for public education.
8. Praise your child daily in some
way. Kind words make him or her
feel special today and help him or
her be a better adult tomorrow.
9. Support local programs for
new parents. Many community
agencies are in need of volunteers
like you. Share your time and talent.
10. Call the National Committee
to Prevent Child Abuse at 1800i 55NCPCA for free material on how
you can prevent child abuse.

with children:
1. Reward children; compliment
them when they do well. Instead of
telling them,"No-no, don't do that"
-tell them what they should do.
2. When pressure builds up,
don't lash out at your children in
anger. Control your temper. Never
act in anger.
3. Take the time to enjoy your
child.
4. If your own childhood was unhappy and unpredictable, consider
professional counseling ancLor a
parenting class to bolster selfesteem and promote coping skills.
5. Don't worry about being a pervent Child Abuse 1NCPCA offers
the following tips for parents and fect parent. It's not possible.
6. Remember, you are the adult.
anyone else who comes into contact
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CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 Sphere
4 Whirlpool
8 Miner's find
11 Now and then
13 constrictor
14 South of
Cob.
15 Assist
16 Hot spring
18 Choose
20 Above(poet)
22 Regret
23 Go fast
25 Wheel track
27 Future
LL Bs' exam
30 Cow sound
32 Chic, in the
'60s
34 Haggard
heroine
35 North of
Mass
37 Scrap
40 - hoc
41 Grain
43 Oklahoma
town

44 Be sick
46 Actor Robert
De 48 Self
50 Wyatt 53 Switch
positions
55 Bitter vetch
57 Life story
58 Tropical
lizard
61 Proposition
63 Symbol for

tin
64 "Alley -"
65 Surrounded
68 Southwestern
Indian
69 Prepare for

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DO000 MOOD
MODULI MOUDOR
0000 00000 OU
MO 00000 00121
00 0000U 000
0000000 U0000
0000 0000
000100 100120151OU
1100 ODOM MO
UOU =DUO MOO
00 UM000 MOM
UDDUIZIG Gogoo
uoDGEI Egagota
(
i) 1994 United Featu e Syndicate
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70 - Vegas
DOWN
1 Sex appeal
2 Hotel div.
3 Actress Arthur
4 Downy duck
5 Martin ID
6 Temp unit

7 River in
Belgium
8 Preoccupy
9 Fish eggs
10 Hearing
organ
11 Winter

Precipitation
12 Uncle (Sp.)
17 Actor
Brynner

19 Mr. Conway
21 - sale
24 Animal park
26 Foot part
28 Exclamation
of triumph
29 Actor Denson
31 Room in
harem
33 Genetic
material
(abbr.)
35 Negative
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DEAR ABBY: Shame' Shame!
Shame on you for saying it is OK to
make change from the offering plate
when it is passed in church In
nearly half a century as a clergyman, I have never seen or heard of
this actually happening.
A recent survey of the 12 members of the governing board of the
church where I serve as pastor
agree with me. Several of them
said, "Come to church prepared,
and make certain you have the
amount you want to give As one
person put it, "The church will
here next week: so bring what you
want to give, hut keep your fingers
out of the offering plate."
ROY B. .J(
pAsToB,
ANDERS()N (;R(
PRESBYTERIAN CIICRCII,
OMAHA, NEB

^

•

•

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

38 JFK's
predecessor
39 Fasten with
string
42 Theatrical

OKAY, THERE'S FORT ZINDERNEUF!
I NEED ONE VOLUNTEER 1060 AHEAD
AND DEMAND THEIR SURRENDER

• *

DR. GO7T

AAA
GARFIELD

DEAR JOY: The pleasure is
mine. Your letter didn't arrive
in time for me to publish it at
the beginning of April, but it is
still timely because child abuse
prevention is important every
day of the year.

•• *
What teens need to know about sex,
drugs, AIDS, and getting along with
peers and parents is in "What :very
Teen Should Know." To order, tend a
business-sized, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95
164.50 in ('anada) to: Dear Abby, Teen
Booklet, P.O. Box 447 Mount Morris,
61054-0447. iPostage is included.)

Monster game shows

.51.10e

I HAVEN'T CALLED NUM& IN
OF COURSE, IRVING HASN'T
THREE MONTHS, CHARLENE! I CALLED ME, EITHER. MANSE
HAVEN'T CALLED IRIAN& BE- HES HAPPY WITH SOMEONE
CAUSE rm HAPP4 WITH Ac! ELSE, Toe. MAYBE HE'S HAPPIER WITH HIS PERSON THAN
I Aiti WITH MY PERSON.

Many thanks, Abby, for publishing this letter. Your ability to influence the public, particularly on
issues as important as the prevention of child abuse, is legend. Please
accept our sincere appreciation
JOY BYERS,
NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO
PREVENT CHILD ABE TSE

DEAR MR. JOHNSON: Why
shame on me? I said it's OK,
"... as long as the church is
given an honest count."

BED to6r4
MD ME)
ruc USH

vs
•••••411
1111M•

k:46.

and Mrs. A.Z. Farley, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardie, and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Grant
Higgins.
Betty Smith, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert L. Smith, is now
a home economics teacher at
Altamont, Ill.
Students at Murray Training
School with Ann Farmer as
emcee presented a program at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House.

Laurel Ruth Parker and Billy
Wayne P'Pool were married
April 8 at Metropolis, Ill.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Henson, a girl

BLONDIE
BREAD, tsurrEa PEPPER
SAT. MUSTARD, PiC.KLES,
OLIVES,LETTUCE, BACON,
RCAST DEEF,
04EESE,
HAM

to Mr. and Mrs. John David
Linen, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Hearon Parker and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Taylor.
Forty years ago
Marine Pfc. James M. Stom,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stom, is
now stationed at Camp Leieune,
N.C.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.

list for 1963.

DAILY COMICS
.AM CHEESE ROAST BEEF,
BACON, uETTuCE (Du IVES,
PIcKLES, MuSTARD, SAL.T,
PEPPER, DuTTER, DREAD.

13

IL 19,4

45 Research
MOT
47 "- - Clear
Day"
49 Planet's path
51 Floats
upward
52 Body of water
54 Snick and 56 Title of
respect
56 Debt paper
59 Acquired
60 In addition
62 Roman 650
66 "Comm* -,
comme ca''
67 "Irma Douce"

-DEAR DR. GOTT: My gynecologist
told me I have tnchomoniasis, yet my
husband says he has never cheated
on me. I'm 40 and have NEVER been
with anyone else. If my husband is
telling the truth, how could I have got
ten this? If he's lying. should I get an
AIDS test? Please answer soon as the
tension between us is growing.
DEAR READER: This vaginal infec
tion, which is caused by a microorgan
ism, commonly affects women of
child-bearing age: Up to 20 percent of
adult women are estimated to have
the infection.
Although trichomoniasis usually
causes a painful, frothy vaginal discharge, men are frequently symptom
free and may unknowingly harbor the
infection for years. True, the infection
is customarily spread during sexual
contact - but your husband may have
picked it up as a young man, before he
even knew you. Also, young women
may unknowingly become infected,
without showing any symptoms until
years later.
Therefore. I'd believe your husband
Rather than destroy what is probably
a sound relation. I urge you to direct
your focus away from who gave what
to whom (and when). Rather, you and
your husband should simultaneously
be treated with Mal, a prescription
drug that cures the infection_ Please
devote your attention to lessening tension in your marriage, in preference
to making matters worse.
With respect to the HIV test, I see
no reason why you both shouldn't
have it. Knowing you're free of AIDS
would further reduce acrimony and
enable you and your husband to work
on re-establishing an attitude of mutual trust.
If, indeed, your spouse isn't telling
the truth, sooner or later he'll trip
himself up. But, for now, give him the
benefit of the doubt - assuming, of
course, that your marriage is in good
shape to start with.
Right now, your first priority is to
obtain treatment.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Vaginal Infections." Other
readers who would like a cow should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2433,
New York, NY 10163. Be sure to mention the title.
C ital. NEWSPAPER TNTERPRISE ASSN.
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MSU will host walk

DEATHS

•

•

Murray Stale University's Wickliffe Mounds Research Center will
host its third annual "Native Ames• WoodsTalk'on Saturday,April
30. and Sunday, May 1.
The walks will again be led by
Victoria Fortner, a Shawnee descendant and herbalist from Si
Louis. She will teach visitors how
to identify many wild plants, and
explain both their historic and modern values for food and medicine.
Although formal sessions are scheduled only twice daily, Former will
be present throughout the day to
share information.
Assistant director, Rie &igen.
said the center decided to make this
an annual event because it is so

Robert D. Wynn
R,itien D. Wynn. 69, of Doran Road, Murray, died Saturday at 9:06
1:1 at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
He was the retired general manager of Pagliai's Restaurant. He was
J member of the Downtown Merchants Association, Murray Bowling
League and Oaks Country Club.
Born Aug. 22, 1924, in Montgomery County, Iowa, he was the son
the late Jesse V. Wynn and Hazel Brughton Wynn.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Cherie Jensen, Murray; two
sons. Denny Wynn, Sioux City, Iowa, and Chuck Wynn, Canton: two
sisters. Mrs. Berneice Carlson, Essex, Iowa, and Mrs. Doris Fort, Red
Oak, Iowa; five grandchildren, Candy Humphreys, Nanette Jenkins,
Davvn Wynn and Scott Jenkins, all of Murray, and DJ. Wynn, Sioux
City, Iowa; two great-grandchildren, Johnathon Jenkins and Joshua
Humphreys, Murray.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleinan Funeral Home. Dr. David Roos will officiate.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.

•

Felicia Galloway and Jams Galloway will attend the annual meeting of
Kentuckians Girl Scout Council at The Galt House, Louisville. Karen
Olson will be unable to attend.

Mrs. Jo Harmon Ellis

A
1

Jama Galloway, leader senior
Tropp 3055, and Felicia Galloway.
senior scout from Troop 3055 from
Calloway High School, will attend
the Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council
Meeting April 19 in Louisville.
The theme of the meeting is "Be a
winner, Be a Girl Scout."
Members from 57 counties in
Kentucky, Indiana and Tennessee
will attend. The business meeting
will begin promply at 9:45 a.m.
with a formal flag ceremony.
Agenda items include awards and
recognitions: reports on the state of
the council by the Council President, Fay Boyd and Executive
Director, Joyce Seymour; and elec.

Jerry Crider
!erry Cridcr, 48, of Murray
'1 at his farm home on Rt. 1,
dington, Milburn Community
Carlisle County, at 2 a.m. on
—inday. His death was from an
•: parent heart attack.
Sir. Crider was a science
at Murray High School.
had served with the U.S.
Reserves, was a graduate
\lurray State University, and
iiieriber of Milburn United
•hodist Church.
Born Oct. 7, 1945, in Graves
county, he was the soh of
i•,1••ard Crider and the late Edith
Nichols Crider.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Vikki Adams Crider, to
horn he was married on July 5,
,75; one daughter, Alona Crid, r. and one son, Brach Crider,
Murray: his father and stepmother, Edward and Martha Crider. Nlilburn; one sister, Mrs.
Lisan Crider Sharpe and hushand. Larry, West Palm Beach,
Ha.: one brother, Hubert Crider
and wife, Judy, Milburn; his
mother-in-law, Mrs. Dorthy
.Adams, Bardwell; one sister-inlass. Mrs. Susan A. Hoskins,
Arlington; three brothers-in-law,
Gary Adams, Little Rock, Ark.,

Are You Earning

No

JERRY CRIDER
Charles Adams, Arlington, and
Carl Adams, Lone; several nieces
and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. at Milburn United
Methodist Church, Milburn,
where the body will lie in state
from 10 a.m. until the funeral
hour. The Rev. Aaron Dowdy
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Milburn
Cemetery with arrangements by
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home,
Murray. where friends may call
after 4 p.m. Tuesday.

Approximately 250 students
from seven regional high schools
will attend the 2nd annual "Engineering Technology Day" at Murray State University April 21-22.
The two-day event is sponsored
by the department of industrial and
engineering technology at Murray
State. High schools participating in
the two-day program are Madisonville North Hopkins, Hickman
County, Ballard Memorial, Murray,
Graves County, Trigg County and
Calloway County.
Students will tour Murray State's
Collins Center for Industry and
Technology and attend demonstrations on civil/construction labs,
computer-aided drafting and, de-

tion by area delegates of women and
men to the Council Board of Directors and the Nominating Committee.
Senior Girl Scouts earning Girl
Scouting's highest award, the Gold
Award, will be recognized. Felicia
Galloway, Sarah Stallons and
Shawna Thompson from Senior
Troop 3055 and Tory Holton from
Senior Troop 3093 are local scouts
to be recognized.
There will be a special tribute to
the new Girl Scout "Women of
Distinction." To deatc,five women
who have demonstrated strong leadership skills, competency in their
careers.

FLOORCOVERING
-Vinyl -Wood -Tile
We Also Carry...
Blinds and Wallcoverings
Clara Mitchell & Brad Mitchell, Owners

MITCHELL'S
CARPETS
Hwy. 94 West

sign, computer-aided -manufacturing, computer numerical control,
electrical engineering technology
and environmental engineering
technology.
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Ultimate Communications of Murray, Ky. can
repair your VCR, stereos & small electronics.
—Full Time Certified Technician—

Ultimate
Communicat
ions
8 Sycamore St. • Murray • 753-2640

Yederal-SaMe Markel %snap Service April 111. 1994
Iteslucky Purchase Ares Hos Markst leper'Iscludes 3
11,014,
Iletelpsin Act. IS, Est MO barrows
Gills 131/ Iskabar Soon 1.1111-3.40 Meier
LS VI 2,311-3541
2,41154-41.411
LS 211-3-1*
537-S41-44.01/
LS 3.3 2341-2441
541-11.4031
LS 3-4 1441-270
$.31.1111-4•.1141
Sows
US 1.3 vii..3s• lbs.S33-011-34.041
US 1.3 104-4•0 lbs.-1-S33-310-34.311
LS 1.3 446-323 lbe.134311.33.34
LS 1.3 333 sad op
34111111-42.14
1.1
31111-31141
Boors 113.5.941

810
Hours: 9 a.m-S p.m Alon.-Frt • Owner Tim Robertson

Dow Jones Ind.
DJIA Previous Close ,....,.366l.47
Air Products................ 44'41-1/1
-----------SO unc
A T&
Bell South
Briggs ac
Bristol Myers Squibb.....5114-I/2
CUT Corp. Ky.•.....391/411 41A

Prices as of 9 a.m.
K-Mart
unc
K U Energy................ 263/s unc
Kroger
unc

Let Us Help Yout
Select A Memorial.

LG&

Mattel
NIcDonalds.......
unc
Merck
281/4.1/.
Dean Foods..........„.....„ 273/4-1/2 J.C. Penney..........—.... 53'/I+Va
Peoples First•-..... 231/2B 251/2A
unc Quaker Oats...—....—.....631/4-14
Ford Motor....—....—..
unc
General Electric .....—....—.953/4-1
General Motors.............. 573/4-3/4

Complete indoor and outdoor display for your privacy and year
round convenience.

Goodrich

Goodyear .........................40 unc Time Warner................. 371/4+V.
I B M...........—.............53I/4+I/4
unc
Ingersoll Rand............... 34'4-14
'

e inetkel maker In des stack.
Ploalard Lyons
UNC-enc• unchanged
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Heritage Monument Co.
Hwy. lit; N. Muria

4k7
HIWARD
LYONS

Hilliard Lyons
, Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

—Large Selection—
Color and Gray Granite and Mausoleums
Specializing in bronze markers for memorial gardens.
No Sales or Gimmicks — Service and Quality at Everyday Low Prices
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Anytime by appointment
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'Does your family know what
funeral arrangements you want?"

NMIWIPP'

(NO OBLIGATION - NOTHING TO PAY)

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
1 Low Back Pain
2 Headaches

5 Dizziness

6 Sore Elbows

DOMAN/ER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU:"THE PATENT AND ANY OTHER PERe(et
RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A MONT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSE° FOR PAYMENT FOR N4Y0714ER SERVICES.E/AM RATON OR TREATMENT witicH
IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND VIITHIN 71 HOLES OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISE
IsIENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMNATION OR TREATMENT.

Bennett Ins.
Services, Inc.
502-759-1880

&naiads A3v1a York SAW Thos.JANrs Colleter.Jo* Plaroweirthy, ILAMA Yaw*
and Mobs York.

9 Numb Hands
10 Bursitis

13 Numb F
14 Hp Pain
3 Shoulder Pain
7 Neck Pain
11 Pain down Legs
15 Tight Musc
4 Arthritis
8 Indigestion
12 Muscle Spasms
16 Aching Feet
FIND OUT NOW whether cwitul.prolesakinel chiropractic car* can Warn your
aches and pains. This examinabon norm* costS $30.00 or more. It will include a
chropracbc orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological last a blood pressure test a spinal
alrgnment check an exwninabon for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a musde
strengthneu last. and a private consultabon with the doctor to discuss the results.

M. WAYNE
BENNETT

Dr. Dennis L Heskett, D.C.

This entire examination is FREE
If you want more care and treatment

we do all the paperwork

There is an easy way to make sure you have the exact
arrangements you want without putting a burden on your
family.
Choose the arrangements you want yourself, through the
Family Considerations program.And you can pre-pay them over
time so your family won't inherit the bill.
Come see us anytime. With Family Considerations, your
family will never have to worry about your funeral arrangements.

Blalock-Colema
n
Funeral
Home, Inc.

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!

•Thla annuity *minim•
)linn year bonus
•
af 411154, NEMO* to ebanom
Pam 0113411-111

759-1333

lysouinal
s30\ifg_lu
Get r FREE
Fu
Examination!

lowest Rate
% Guaranteed
For One Year?
Amami Fees!

0•Won Selo Maurine. Company lama *A.•
(Suporisor)by A M Boot This roans nollimuso
fInseolal oliongth and otinallty

753-2392 •

Stock Market Report
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--Secretary: Traci Forbes,junior
from Carterville, Ill.
--Treasurer: Jay Graham, senior
from Fulton.
In addition to the above-mentioned members of the executive
council, students chose two SGA
senators from each of the six
academic colleges at Murray State,
plus six at-large senators.
Aaron Whitaker, sophomore
from Murray, is an at-large senator.

,,uaranteed Return of Principal'
Multiple Income Features!
cat/ 5,itr For Mort Information
On Tax-deferrraf A isnaales

• 11103

-Philadelphia*
-Mohawk* -Queens*
-Salem° -Many More

'Engineering Technology
Day' scheduled at Murray

Van Horn, Bates, Forbes,
Graham, Whitaker elected
Brian Van Horn, a graduate student from Benton, Ill., studying
,Iness at Murray State Univerr• was clectcd president of the
NISU Student Government Association in a campus-wide election
Wednesday. The 1994-95 school
year will mark Van Horn's second
straight year as president.
As president, he will continue to
s...rve as the student regent on the
murray State Board of Regents.
'Trent Bates, senior from Greene. was elected vice president. As
• se president. Bates will serve as
:.esident of the University Center
Board.
Other officers elected Wednesday are:

CARPETS

Girl Scout leaders will
attend council meeting

Graveside services for Mrs. Jo Harmon Ellis will be Tuesday at II
rn. at South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m.
day (Monday).
Expressions of sympathy made be made to The Herman K. and Jo
Memorial Scholarship Fund, c/o Sparks Hall, Murray State Uni- .ity, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Mrs. Ellis, 72, Murray, died Saturday at 5:50 a.m. at Murrayalloway County Hospital.
She and her husband, Herman K. Ellis, who died July 4, 1992, were
founders and owners of Ellis Popcorn Co. of Murray. She was a
....mber of West Murray Church of Christ. Born Dec. 6, 1921, she
as the daughter of the late David Elmo Harmon and Mavis White
Limon.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Ann Kelly Bolin and husband,
Joe. one granddaughter, Allyson Bolin, and one grandson, Clay Bolin,
all of Murray; three sisters-in-law, Mrs. Leila Erwin and Mrs. Gela
Flits. Murray, and Mrs. June Ellis, Marco Island, Fla.; two nieces,
Mrs. Frankie McNutt, Murray, and Mrs. Leslie Malhame, Englewood,
N.J.: three nephews, Holmes Ellis Jr., Murfreesboro, Tenn., Jim Ellis,
cruarts Draft. Va., and John Ellis, Los Angeles, Calif.; a special
',rend, Tracy Morris.

popular with visitors. 1 try to listen
in too when I get the choice.' said
Engen. "Victoria's a very knowledgeable and MOCfC51111$ speaker.
and she gives you a whole new way
of looking at the 'weeds' in your
lawn."
Programs are scheduled at 10
am. and 2 p.m. each day, and are
included in the regular admission
fee of S3.50 for adults; 53.25 for
senior citizens; and 52.50 for ages6
to 11. Those interested in group
discounts should call the center.
For more information,or to make
reservations for a group, call the
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center
at(502)335-3681. Center hours are
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., daily.

LA

759-1116
HESKETT
CHIROPRACTIC
CENTER
301 ts1 12th St (at University Square) Murray, KY 42071

Home Owned and Operated

713 South Fourth St.

CALL NOW BRING THIS
COUPON WITH YOU

IMO NM

Family ConaMoratioma piano am anaorwrIllaa by United Paadly Life
Inouranal Company.
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